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His Excellency
Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi

President of the Arab Republic of Egypt
 Patron of the Egyptian cooperative movement and

leader of its unprecedented development



 I am delighted to hold this important international conference in Egypt, especially at this historic stage, which is 
witnessing many social and economic transformations at the regional and global levels, which requires new thinking in 
all areas and a clear vision to map the future that reflects the aspirations of the people seeking to increase the rates of 
development, eradicate poverty and achieve World peace.

 I wish this conference a great success, which is honored by the presence of this unique group of ministers, 
governors, ambassadors, and leaders of the International Cooperative Alliance, as well as the participation of scientists, 
experts and specialists from Egypt and fellow countries. Moreover, wishing our guests a pleasant stay in their second 
home country, Egypt.

H.E.Dr. Mostafa Madbouly
Prime Minister of Egypt  
The Egyptian Arabic Republic
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H.E.Dr. Asim Al-Jazzar
Minister of Housing , Utilities and Urban 
Communities     
The Egyptian Arabic Republic

 The Egyptian government aims during the coming phase to effectively enhance the engagement of the cooperative 
housing in more activities, as a tool to maximize community and people’s participation in finding suitable solutions for the 
housing problems in the country. The cooperative housing body in Egypt is characterized by its ability to better understand 
the needs of its members socially and economically, enabling it to participate in the creation of more homogeneous 
housing communities capable of reaching sustainable development in all fields.

 Through this conference, Egypt looks forward to an ambitious future for the development of the cooperative 
movement in general and the cooperative housing in specific through the main themes of the conference. The conference 
will undoubtedly come up with recommendations that will contribute to the development of the road map for the foundation 
of policies and mechanisms proposed to activate the role of cooperatives, achieving the plans and goals of sustainable 
development of the United Nations 2030.
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 The cooperative philosolophy has evolved all over the world, becoming the base of people’s day-to-day life in many 
countries, an effective and successful way of communities’ participation in the countries’ development processes.
Drafting clear and defined policies for sustainable cooperatives where cooperative efforts are all integrated across its spectrum 
represents a modern and successful model suitably matching with the hopes and aspirations for a better quality of life.
Hence, this conference aims to study the mechanisms of integration of cooperative housing into all cooperative activities 
to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations (SDGs 2030), which called upon all countries of the 
world to maximize the role of community participation, emphasize the role of cooperatives in achieving economic and social 
development plans for people and deepen the participation of women and youth in cooperative activities. 

H.E.Dr. / Hossam El Din Rizkرئيس مجلس ا
ورئيس ال  مؤتمر
جمهورية مصر العربية

H.E. Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk
Chairman of CHC & Conference President
The Egyptian Arabic Republic
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 I strongly support the idea behind holding this conference, which is the necessity of the participation of all elements of 
the society in order to reach the Sustainable Development Goals.
 None is as capable as the cooperatives to reach all the community participation – making the 2030 agenda dependable 
on both men and women who share this world, accordingly share in achieving the development goals.
 Together, we are all responsible for promoting sustainable development for ourselves and for future generations, which 
is why governments, international organizations as well as other main players committed to sustainable development, must 
support cooperatives with the necessary tools and mechanisms to achieve this goal.

 I strongly believe that together we should follow this path in building the most important house, Our house, Planet Earth.

Dr. Ariel Guarco (Argentina)
President of ICA
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 Cooperatives in Africa have excelled in providing housing for the most marginalized groups in the society, helping 
different governments achieve the objectives of their strategies, as well as contributing in creating employment opportunities. 
Role illustrated clearly by the National Cooperative Housing Union in Kenya, the National Cooperative Housing Association 
in Zimbabwe and the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives in Egypt, among several other housing 
cooperatives in Africa.

 Such a conference, where we have the chance to share knowledge, create partnerships and synergies, will help 
cooperatives across different sectors realize the importance of their contribution in achieving the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs 2030).  

 I acknowledge the complexity of the cooperative business model, being the third pilar in the economic development 
based on democracy; which calls on all of us to find approachable ways to encourage our institutions through the right 
measures minimizing flaws and thereby building trust between members in their respective communities.

Mr. Japheth Magomere (Kenya) 
President of ICA-Africa 
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 Cooperative housing is sustainable by nature, as it is characterized by its inclusion to all social and economic elements; 
in addition to being ecological. On the long run, people start to live together, influence each other’s lives, assume responsibilities, 
which is very important in crafting housing traits modifications. 

 I believe that it is necessary to hold such conferences and forums, as we simply need to exert more efforts throughout 
a lot of countries, if not all, to achieve one of the most important sustainable development goals of the United Nations (SDGs 
2030), and that is providing housing to each individual. Politicians, members of Parliaments as well as Governments have to 
assume such a responsibility.

 Accordingly, if we really want to solve the housing crisis, it’s crucial to cooperate closely cooperatives and governments.

Mr. Anders Lago (Swedan) 
President of CHI 
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 Exchanging experiences and models in the field of cooperative housing throughout this international conference is 
crucial to discuss sustainable development in housing, being part of the United Nations Sustainable goals (SDGs 2030) and 
how to empower housing cooperatives in achieving the sustainable development goals, as cooperation is the ideal means for 
reaching the stability of democracies in countries.

Eng. Adel Noshi 
Chairman of the central Cooperative Union for 
Housing 
The Egyptian Arabic Republic
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Introduction: 

 As the world is becoming more aware of the importance of cooperatives as a successful global 
model for social economy, where it focuses to maximize the role of civil society’s organizations in 
achieving sustainable development plans without burdening the country’s national budget with any 
additional financial strain.
 The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030) comprised the necessity of 
empowering cooperative activities to fundamentally participate in achieving sustainable development 
plans and goals.
 Therefore, the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives organized its 
third international conference for cooperative housing under the auspices of His Excellency Prof. Dr. 
Mostafa Madbouly Prime Minister of Egypt and his Excellency Prof. Dr. Assem El Gazzar - Minister 
of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities under the theme “The Role of Cooperative Housing in 
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 2030” during the period from1-4 December 2019.
The first international conference for cooperative housing was held in December 2013 under the theme 
“Cooperative Housing Experience and Prospects for the Future” which highlighted the importance of 
the role played by the housing cooperatives in the development of the community along with the 
importance of adopting new measures to manage, finance and legislate the cooperative housing 
system in order to enable it to contribute more effectively in solving the housing problem in Egypt. 
In light of the political, economic and social changes the world went through, the General Authority 
For Construction and Housing Cooperatives organized the second conference of cooperative housing 
under the theme “The Role of Housing in achieving an Integrated Cooperative System” in December 
2016, highlighting the importance of integrating  new visions to deal with cooperatives’ issues, 
especially in cooperative housing, along with activating the collaborative work to reach an integrated 
and sustainable cooperative system.
 The third international conference concluded that adopting the sustainable development 
goals within the Egyptian government goals as well as the regional and international plans related 
to cooperative housing has become essential and prominent, as the cooperatives are the closest 
model to the sustainable development, where they maintain environmental safety and take into 
account the rights of future generations of mankind being one of the pillars on which the objectives 
and policies of cooperative activities in all countries all over the world depend. 
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Conference Main Goals
    The conference aims to present and elaborate new visions leading to innovative solutions and 
effective mechanisms to face the current and future challenges of cooperatives in multiple issues, 
enabling them to achieve the sustainable development goals. The conference will also showcase 
cooperative examples and leading experiences in various fields to benefit from, as well as benefitting 
from the researches and scientific studies in drafting and developing cooperative policies. 

     This conference emphasizes the importance of the role of cooperative housing in implementing      
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030) through the following:
 -Review the theories, concepts and approaches of cooperative thinking in order to reach    
                 the objectives of the sustainable development goals (SDGs 2030).
 -Reflect and explore the role of governments in order to achieve sustainable cooperatives.
 -Review the role of community responsibility in all phases of cooperative housing projects 
                 as a means of sustainability.
 -Develop sustainable financing mechanisms to contribute to the sustainability of 
                 cooperatives.
 -Review new trends in architectural designs to meet the challenges of sustainable              
                 cooperatives.
 -Developing the legislative frameworks to contribute to the sustainability of cooperatives.
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8.00-9.30 am
10.00-11.00 am

11.00-11.30 am

11.30-12.30 pm

4.00-5.00 pm

5.30-10.00 pm

12.30-2.00 pm

2.15-3.45 pm

Registration- (-1)         
Opening Session and welcoming Speech- (Pearl)        
 
Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk -Chairman of CHC & Conference President (Egypt)      
   
Eng. Adel Noshi-Chairman of the Central Cooperative Union for Housing (Egypt)      
   
Mr. Anders Lago- President of CHI  ( Sweden)        
 
Mr. Japheth Magomere- President of ICA-Africa (Kenya)        
 
Dr. Ariel Guarco-President of ICA (Argentina)        
 
H.E.Dr. Assem El Gazzar- Minister of Housing, Utilities & Urban communities       
   
H.E.Dr. Mostafa Madbouly- Prime Minister of Egypt

         Coffee Break

Exhibition Opening                 

Lunch - (Pearl) 
         
Visiting Egyptian Museum        

(Plenary Session 1)- (Canyon)  
Concepts and Theories to achieve Sustainable Cooperatives goals SDGs 2030        
   
Moderator/ Dr.Bassem Fahmy 
        
1. Mr. Pedro ortiz (Spain ) “Planning for Coop’s”   
         
2.Mr.Robert Lewis  (UK )
“SDG framed governance and legal framworks for cooperatives housing”    
          
3.Ms. Christina Procopio (Portugal) 
“Exponential Cooperatives”
         
4.Dr. Gora Mboup (USA) “Sustainable Housing: People, Places and Policies”

        

Working languages (Arabic - English - French - Spanish)

(Plenary Session 2)- (Canyon)   
 International practices and Application for Sustainable Development 
         
Moderator/ Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk
         
1.Dr. Ariel Guarco -President of ICA (Argentina) 
Cooperative housing: fundamental basis for a sustainable habitat       
 
2.Mr. Anders Lago - President of CHI  ( Sweden)  
Different Solutions for Cooperative Houses, with examples from Several Countries     
    
3.Dr. Yeong-Hee Jang ( Korea) 
Korea’s Efforts Towards Development of Sustainable Co-operative Housing Models in the Post-Fordism Era 
         
4.Ms. Dorothy Tindi Sitati (Kenya) 
Worker Cooperatives can Deliver Affordable Housing in Africa
Case Study in Kenya: FundiTech Service Cooperative Society
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SECOND DAY
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From 7.00 am

10.45-12.15 pm

10.30-10.45 am

 
Pearl/1 

Session 1/B 
Mending the Gap: Governance & Management of Sustainable 
Cooperatives 
Moderator/ Prof. Azza Sirry 

1.Towards A Conscious Sustainable Management for The Newly Patterns of 
Cooperative Housing Communities 
Dr. Maha Abd El-Sattar (Egypt) 
Dr. Magy Abo Hashish (Egypt)
 
2.The role of in promoting cooperative housing in the Arab World within 
the framework of the Arab Strategy for Housing and Sustainable Urban 
Development 2030 
Dr. Adel Abdul Rasheed (Yemen

3. Governance and management of the system of sustainable 
cooperatives....
(The role of the State in promoting sustainable cooperative societies) 
Mrs.Naglaa Farid (Egypt)
 
Working languages (Arabic)  

 
Pearl/1 

Session 2/B 
Mending the Gap: Governance & Management of Sustainable 
Cooperatives 
Moderator/ Prof. Azza Sirry 

1.The role of urban governance in the management of integrated 
agricultural cooperative communities 
Dr. Mona Abdel Fattah(Egypt) 

2.The application of cooperative governance in the light of freedom 
of information circulation and in the light of Egypt’s vision 2030 
Mr.Mohamed Ramadan(Egypt) 
 
3.The dimensions of urban planning and management in new cities 
Through “Sustainability between Reality and Hopes for Social 
Housing”
Eng.Mostafa Mohamed Ali(Egypt) 
 
Working languages (Arabic)  

  
Canyon    

Session 2/A    
Energy in Sustainability Cooperative 
Housing”    
Moderator/ Prof.Salem Elkhodary 
Moderator/ Prof. Hany Serag   
 
1.Green House Gas (GHG) Emissions from 
Buildings & the Co-operative Building’s Sector in 
Egypt 
Dr.Mounir Labib (Egypt)   
2.Proposal for a new ERA of Egyptian 
housing towards energy efficient and resilient 
neighborhoods in present and future: Integrating 
Energy, Architecture and Urban vision 
Dr.Mohammad Fahmy (Egypt) 
Dr.Hatem Mahmoud (Egypt)”   
 
3.New and Renewable Energy in Sustainable  
Housing Cooperative Projects  
Mr.Mahmoud Abdelazem   
 
Working languages (Arabic)  

Coffee Break-1
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Pearl/3 

Session 1/D 
 Sustainable Cooperatives: Theories,Concepts and Goals 
Moderator/ Prof. Ingy Barmelgy
 
1. A proposed Guideline for Cooperative Housing in Egypt in 
Consideration of the Concepts of quality of life 
Eng.Esraa magdy (Egypt)
 
2. Application analyzes of the institutional framework and 
development theory (IAD) on the cooperative housing sector 
Eng.Karim Salah Nour Eldin (Egypt)
 
3. Housing -As-Commons: 
Egyptian  Co-operatives As a System Alternative  
BSc. Rana Tarek Abdelsamad (Egypt) 
Dr. Holger Gladys (Germany) 
Dr. Cornelia Redeker(Germany) 
 
Working languages  (Arabic - English - French) 

 
Pearl/3 

Session 2/D 
Sustainable Cooperatives: Theories,
Concepts and Goals 
Moderator/  Prof.Fahima Elshahed 

1. Urban Management and its role in Sustainable Development 
Dr.nanice Abd El-monaaem (Egypt) 
 
Working languages  (Arabic - English - French) 

 
Pearl/2 

Session 1/C 
Sustainable Cooperative Communities and Economic Growth 
Moderator/ Prof. Adel ElMahdy
 
1. Assess the role of cooperatives in achieving the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development Goals 
Focusing on some international experience 
Dr. Nevin Torayeh (Egypt) 

2.The Economic Role of Housing Co-operatives for Achieving 
Sustainable Development Goals 2030 with reference to the case of 
Egypt. 
Dr.Saber Adly (Egypt)

3.Environmental Considerations and Cooperative Housing 
in light of the Development Strategy of Egypt 2030 
Dr. Gamal Atia (Egypt) 
 
Working languages (Arabic) 

 
Pearl/2 

Session 2/C 
Sustainable Cooperative Communities and
Economic Growth 
Moderator/ Dr. Adel ElMahdy 

1.Economics of sustainable architecture to enhance the role of 
cooperative housing in the 2030 agenda  
for sustainable development 
Dr. Amany Fakher (Egypt) 

2.Characteristics of the population and their future needs, and their 
role in achieving the sustainability of cooperative housing 
Dr.Ahmed Helmy Salem (Egypt)

3.The economic and developmental role of cooperatives in Egypt 
Dr. Wessam  El-Nagar (Egypt) 
 

Working languages (Arabic) 

Visiting the N
ew
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1.15 - 2.15pm

2.30 - 3.45pm

4.00-5.00 pm

5.30-10.00 pm

(Plenary Session 1) -  (Canyon )         
  
Sustainable Cooperative Challenges         
     
Moderator/Prof. Bassem Fahmy         
  
1.Enabling Legal Frameworks for Cooperative Development in Africa’ 
Dr.Chiyoge Sifa (Kenya)”         
 
2.Towards a Methodology for Measuring the Success of Cooperatives in Third World Countries 
Dr.Eman Shqoor (Palestine) 
Dr.Rashwan Al Mashhour (Syria) 
Dr.Aimen Hoseny (Egypt)”          
 
3.SEWA 
Ms.Reema Nanavaty ( India)”         
  
4.Quality of life as a result of smart maintenance as an entry point for the sustainability of cooperative 
housing
Dr.Hossam-Borombaly (Egypt)       

Working languages   (Arabic - English - French - Spanish) 

(Plenary Session 2)- (Canyon)
Theories versus practice          
         
Moderator/ Prof. Yaser Sakr          
 
1. Urban Sustainability Transitions on Formalization a Cooperative Land Tenure in Egypt   
Dr. Ahmed Soliman (Egypt)          
 
2. Best international practices, lessons learned and challenges. 
Mrs. Julie Lapalme (Canada)         
  
3.Youth Housing Cooperatives in Seoul 
Dr. JIEUN KIM( Korea)          
 
Working languages  (Arabic - English - French - Spanish) 

Lunch - (Pearl)          
 
Nile Cruise + Dinner           
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THIRD DAY
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12.15-1.00 pm

9.00-10.30 am
 
Pearl/1 

Session 1/B 

Legislative and Regulations to Promote Sustainable 
Cooperative Practice 
Moderator/ Prof.Saher Hafez

 

1. Cooperative Association Contributions in new areas to 
which slum habitants have been moved 
Dr/Soad Abd Elrahim (Egypt) 
 
2.Towarda an activating of the role of housing Cooperatives 
in Promoting Social Integration 
Dr. Abdu Al Ashry(Egypt) 

3.Complementarity Between the Role of Associations and the 
Union of Workers in Cooperative Projects   
Mr. Gamal Abeeb(Egypt)” 

4. Impact of Mega trends on Cooperatives in Africa  
Between opportunities, challenges & the required policies for 
development 
Dr. Heba Gamal Eldin (Egypt) 
 

  
Canyon    

Session 1/A   
 
The Ministry of Housing, Utilities 
& Urban Communities’ vision and 
Sustainable Development Goals 2030
Moderator/ Eng. Hussien Elgebaly  
  
1.The Role of Cooperative Housing to 
Achieve Sustainable Development 2030, 
According to Saudi Arabia Vision  
Mr.Ahmed Aseeri (Saudi Arabia)” 
 
2.Housing and Utilities Department 
(Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban 
Communities) 
Eng. Nafisa Hashim  (Egypt)  
Working languages 

(Arabic - English - French - Spanish)  
 

Coffee Break-2
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  Parallel sessions

10.30-10.45 am

10.45-12.15 pm
 
Pearl/1 
Session 2/B 

Junior Researchers  
Moderator/Prof.Fahima Elshahed 

1.Cooperative and Sustainable Housing Communities and 
sustainable development goals 2030
Case Study Ferhash Project
Mr. Abdullah Mohamed Abdullah (Egypt)

2.The Capacity of Cooperatives to Contribute to Sustainable 
Development 
Mr.Wael Mabrouk (Egypt) 

3.The concepts of cooperatives and some experiences 
and theories in the practice of sustainable development, 
especially in the field of housing 
Mrs.Nehal Elazahry(Egypt) 
 
 
Working languages (Arabic)  

Coffee Break-1
  
Canyon    
Session 2/A  
The Ministry of Housing, Utilities 
& Urban Communities’ vision and 
Sustainable Development Goals 2030
Moderator/ Eng.Hussain Elgebaly  
  
1.New Urban Communities Authority 
Dr.Walid Abass (Egypt) 

2.Central Agency for consrtruction
Eng.Ahmed Helmi (Egypt) 

3.Social Housing Fund and Mortgage Finance 
Support . 
Mr.Abdallah Rorshdi Abdallah (Egypt) 
 
Working languages  
(Arabic - English - French - Spanish)  
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Pearl/3 

Session 1/D 

International Experience 
Moderator/Prof. Ahmed Sherif 
Moderator/Prof. Yaser Sakr

 

1.School Cooperative – the Malaysian Experience 
Mr. Datuk Mohamed Ali Bin-Hasan (Malaysia)
 
2.Urban Footprint of residential Communities in Egypt (A Case Study of 
Fayoum City 
Dr.Shaimaa Alsayed (Egypt) 
Dr.Ehab Okba &Dr.Mohga Embaby (Egypt)
 
3.Demutualization, Member Reward and Financial Performance of Co-
operatives in Kenya 
Ms.Mary Njoki Mbugua (Kenya)
Prof.Kennedy Munyua (Kenya)

4.Global Goal number 11 and Housing Cooperatives in the Global South: 
Lessons from Zimbabwe 
Mr. Shadreck Matindike (Zimbabwe)
 
Working languages
(Arabic - English - French - Spanish)

 
Pearl/2 

Session 1/C
 
Governance ,Participation and Development of Sustainable 
Cooperatives 
Moderator/Prof. Ingy Barmelgy 
Moderator/Dr. Abdullah Elsubil

1. Mending the Gap: Governance & Management of Sustainable 
Cooperatives  
Dr. Katabarwa Augustin (Rwanda) 
 
2.Cooperation between agricultural cooperative organizationsTo 
achieve sustainable agricultural development In Egypt and Africa 
Dr.Ahmed Barrania (Egypt)
 
3.Sustainable Future of Rural Environmental Development in Egypt 
Dr.Ayman  Batisha (Egypt) 
 
Working languages  (Arabic - English - French)

 
Pearl/2 
Session 2/C 

Sustainable Cooperatives & Community Participation (People 
Matter Most) 
Moderator/Prof. Hany Serag

1.Towards Sustainable Cooperatives (Participation- integration 
-sustainability) 
Eng.Maha Eltaweel (Egypt) 
 
2. Community participation and urban housing role in Khartoum State 
Dr.Eman Ali (Sudan) 

3. Egyptain Steel Company 
Dr.Ahmed Ramy 

Working languages  (Arabic - English - French)

  Parallel sessions

 
Pearl/3 
Session 2/D

International Experience 
Moderator/ Prof. Azza Sirry 

1.The Nigerian Cooperative Movement and Sustainable Development Goals:  
Ogun State Experience 
Dr.Oyeneye Elizabeth (Nigeria)

2.The Role of policy in Provision of Affordable Housing in Kenya 
Eng. Francis Kamande (Kenya) 

3. Strengthening The Cooperative Business Model Through alternative 
dispute resolution (ADR) 
Mr. Steven Agola (Kenya) 

4.Effective Cooperative Governance is Key to the Success and Sustainblity 
of Cooperatives 
Mr. Mohamed Elfatih Elotaibe (UK)

Working languages
(Arabic - English - French - Spanish)
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3.00-4.00 pm

4.00-5.00 pm

5.30-10.00 pm

Closing Session - (Pearl)         
Dr. Ariel Guarco-President of ICA (Argentina)
      
Mr. Japheth Magomere- President of ICA-Africa (Kenya)        
  
Mr. Anders Lago- President of CHI (Sweden) Delivered by Mrs.Julie Lapalme (Canda) - Secertary General ,Cooperative 
Housing International 
          
Eng. Adel Noshi- Chairman of the Central Cooperative Union for  Housing (Egypt)     
     
DR. Hossam El Din Rizk -Chairman of CHC & Conference President (Egypt)      
  
(Final Report & Recommendations)
  
Working languages   (Arabic - English - French - Spanish) 
Lunch - (Pearl)
           
Free Night ( City Stars Mall) Bus at 6:00pm         
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(Plenary Session 1) - ( Canyon )          
        
The Role of Governmental Entities in Supporting  Cooperatives : (Africa)     
 
Moderator/ Dr.Chiyoge Sifa          

1.DR. Hossam El Din  Rizk -Chairman of CHC & Conference President (Egypt)
          
2.H.E. Mr. Mohamadou Labarang-Ambassador of the Republic of Cameroon in Cairo     
     
3.Mr. Japheth Magomere - President of ICA-Africa Delivered by Mr.Steven Agola Chief operating officer Cooperative 
Alliance (Kenya)
          
4.Dr. Katabarwa Augustin-Chairman of  (AAACO) (Rwanda)        
  
Working languages   (Arabic - English - French - Spanish)

Conference Agenda

1.15-2.45 pm
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 Organizing & Scientific
Commitee Members
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Ministry of Housing , Utilities and Urban Communities                    
 Regulator Members      

Chairman of CHC & Conference President

First undersecretary of the Ministry of Housing-Head of the Housing and Utilities Sector

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Central Housing Cooperative Union 

Media Adviser to his Excellency H.E.Dr. Prime Minister

Supervisor of the Central Administration of Public Relations and media

Rapporteur of the organizing Committee and General Coordintor of the Conference – CHC

 Assistant to the Chairman of the Board of Directors for Financial and Administrative

  Affairs – CHC

                        Head of the Central Administration for projects – CHC

Head of the Central Department for Branches Affairs-CHC

Head of the Central Administration for Real Estate Affairs-CHC

 Head of the Central Administration for the office of the
president of the Authority Board of Directors-CHC         

Head of the Central Department for legal Affairs-CHC

Head of the Central Department for Financial Affairs-CHC

 Head of the Central Department for Administrative
 and Engineering Affairs-CHC                                                                       

Experienced-CHC

General Directors of Security and Investigations-CHC

General Directors of Information Centre-CHC

Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk

Eng. Nafesa Mahmoud Hesham 

Eng. Adel Mahmoud Kamel Noshi    

Mr. Hany younis

Mr. Hesham Ahmed Ameen

Eng. Entesar Ahmed Borham

Mr. Mahmoud Abdelsalam  

 
Eng. Sayed Taqy AbdelHamed

Mr. khaled Gamal El-Dein Ahmed  

Mr. Ahmed Hussein Dessoki  

Mr. Mohamed Fathi Hegazy   

Mr. Atef Helmi Nassif 

Mr. Mostafa Mahmoud Roshdy

Mr. Tafweek Mahmoud Tawfeek Hegazy

Eng. Mohab Mohamed Hassan

Mr. Ehab ElSayed Saber ElGameel   

Mr. Mohamed Abdel Aziz Saleh

Ministry of Foreign

Ambassdor. Shrief Al Lithy                  

Ambassdor. Ashrf Mounier                     

Mr. Maged Gamal El Dein Hasanen      

Mr. Nabil Basel

Mr. Ali Ahmed Ibrahim

Deputy Assistant Minister of foreign Affairs for International Conference Affairs 

Deputy Assistant Minister of foreign Affairs for Protocol                 

General Director of Financial and administrative Affairs international Conference Department

Management of international conference

Third Secretary – Protocol Administration
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Ministry of Tourism

Ministry of Health

Ministry of Interior

Cairo Governorate

Information General Association

Mrs. Ola Gamal ElDein      

Mrs. Faten Mohamed Salah                   

Mr. Ali Osman Kamel                   

Head of the Domestic tourism sector for the General Authority for Tourism 

Promotion              

General Director of the General Administration of Various Cooperative  

Cairo Governorate

Director of Conferences press center for foreign correspondents

                                                    

Major General. Ahmed Mamdouh

Mr.Colonel. Ahmed Maamon

Dr. Mohamed Khaled Abaza 

Dr. Mohamed Ahmed Ibrahim Ahmed     

Head of the Central Administration of the Egyptian Ambulance Authority 

Director of the Emergency services Center at the Ministry of Health 

Assistant Minister of interior and Director of the General Department of the Reconstruction Police and 
New Communities 

Head of Operations Department – General Administration of Reconstruction Police and New 
Communities 

Experts    

Ambassdor. Mona Omar
Mr. Kamal El Dein Hegab      
Mrs. Amal Fekry                      
Mr. Nabil El Beshbeshi 
Mr. Said Abd El Latif 
Mr. Samy Shepl
Eng. Sanaa Mostafa

Consultant of the Authority for African Affairs
Expert

Expert

Expert

Expert

Expert

Expert

 Representatives of the Company Sponsoring the Conference

 Mr. Sherif Hana

Mrs. Dalia Bashay

Technical Director of the Company Sponsoring the conference G.V Managing 

Director of the Company Sponsoring the conference G.V
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 This conference was held over a period of four days with the participation of 67 
researchers and many well-known speakers. The first day comprised the opening session, the 
inauguration of the exhibition and two plenary sessions. The second day agenda included 
seven parallel scientific sessions and two plenary sessions as well as a visit to the New 
Administrative Capital. During the third day 8 parallel scientific sessions took place along 
with a plenary session discussing the supporting role of African governments to cooperatives, 
as well as the closing session. The fourth day was a field visit to the New City of El Alamein. 
On the sidelines of the conference, coordination meetings were held with some Arab 
and African countries to sign memorandums of understanding and cooperation protocols 
regarding the exchange of cooperative experiences, that are currently being reviewed by 
respective states responsible for signature.
 Almost 1,380 participants from over the world participated in the conference, from 
Jordan, Algeria, Sudan, Tunisia, Yemen, Palestine, Syria, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Sweden, 
Argentina, Spain, Portugal, Great Britain, USA, Germany, Canada, India, Kenya, Nigeria, 
Zimbabwe, Malaysia, in addition to the participation of local, regional and international 
organizations, the International Cooperative Alliance, the African Cooperative Alliance, the 
Asian Cooperative Alliance, the Malaysian Cooperative Movement Organization (ANGKASA).

 Under the auspices of His Excellency the Prime Minister and His Excellency the 
Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, with the participation of more than 
40 countries from all continents of the world, the General Authority for Construction and 
Housing Cooperatives organized the third International Conference on Cooperative Housing 
under the theme “The role of cooperative housing in the sustainable development goals 
2030 towards sustainable cooperatives” from December 1-4, 2019.
 The conference aims to discuss the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs2030) and highlight the cooperative role in achieving these goals as a successful global 
model of social economy. In addition to the importance of enabling cooperative activities to 
fundamentally participate in achieving the sustainable development goals and plans.

About the Conference:



 National Anthem 





Opening Session

OPENING SESSION
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Opening Session

The opening session: 

The conference commenced with the opening session on Sunday 1/12/2019, starting with the national 
anthem of the Arab Republic of Egypt in the presence of more than 700 dignitaries and prominent 
figures, several ministers and governors, ambassadors of different countries as well as leaders of 
cooperatives from all over the world, led by The President of the International Cooperative Alliance, 
President of the African Cooperative Alliance, President of the International House Cooperatives, 
President of the African Agricultural Cooperative Alliance and representatives of more than 40 
different countries, also several institutes and research centers, a high-level delegation from the 
Ministry of Housing of Saudi Arabia, a delegation from the pioneers of the National Cooperative 
Movement in Malaysia and a number of delegations from all the world continents; all under extensive 
media coverage of this important event through various audio and video platforms, press, social 
media, local and satellite channels, as well as the presence of a large number of journalists and 
photographers covering the conference through articles and press interviews in local newspapers, 
foreign newspapers and E-news.
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       At the beginning, I convey to you the sincere greetings of His Excellency Prof. Dr. Mostafa Madbouly Prime Minister of 
Egypt.

       I would also like to express my gratitude that this important international conference is held in Egypt, especially at this 
historic stage that is witnessing many social and economic transformations on the regional and global levels, which requires 
new approaches in all fields and a clear vision for a future map reflecting the aspirations of people in higher development 
rates, in eradicating poverty and in achieving world peace.

         In Egypt, the state is currently establishing a large number of major national infrastructure projects such as modern road 
networks, bridges, tunnels and giant power plants aimed to achieve comprehensive development throughout the country. 

        Where the project of building one million housing units for social housing is one of the most important projects that the 
state is currently focusing on for achieving social justice and providing adequate and civilized housing for Egyptian citizens, 
especially among the low-income targeted groups.

Ministers, Governors and Ambassadors of allied countries, Mr. Ariel Guarco, President of the International 
Cooperative Alliance, Mr. Japheth Magomere, President of the African Cooperative Alliance, Mr. Anders 
Lago, President of The International Housing Cooperatives, leaders of the cooperative movement 
around the world, intellects and visionaries, leaders of the cooperatives in Egypt, Ladies & Gentlemen…

H.E.Dr. Mostafa Madbouly
Prime Minister of Egypt  
The Egyptian Arabic Republic

Speechs’ delivered by their representative \ Khaled Abbas
Deputy Minister of Housing For National Projects

H.E.Dr. Asim Al-Jazzar
Minister of Housing , Utilities and Urban 
Communities     
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         On the other hand, the state has established dozens of new cities throughout the country to accommodate the growing 
demand for housing, and has begun to create several fourth-generation cities, among which the New Administrative Capital 
and the New City of Alamein, which offer an unprecedented qualitative and civilizational shift, while allocating parts of the 
projects’ lands to cooperative housing projects as well investors from the private sector to participate in maturing these new 
and distinct cities.

             As of now and in light of the overall development happening in the country, all sectors must come together; public, private 
and cooperative... Each of them to work through his resources in perfect harmony and through an ambitious comprehensive 
plan fighting against time to meet the current housing demands and oversee future needs working to employ resources to 
contribute in the development of the planned urban development axes.
          The Egyptian government currently aims at a more effective participation of cooperative housing in the future, targeting 
involving more the community in solving the housing problem; as the cooperative housing system is more aware and reflective 
of communities’ members social and economic needs, it could create homogeneous housing communities capable of achieving 
sustainable development in all areas.
          Since the current participation of the cooperative housing sector vs the annual number of units constructed does not 
match with its capabilities, we are currently working on increasing the effective participation of the cooperative housing to 
exceed in the next five-year plan 30% of the annual number of housing units constructed.
            In order to reach that goal, the government started working on several axes:
First: Land supply for cooperative housing projects in new developed cities and country governorates.
Second: Legislative framework development to upgrade all the housing system components performance.
Third: Integration among all cooperatives in Egypt: housing, agriculture, productive, consumer and fishery to create productive 
communities that build houses, offer services and create employment opportunities for the youth.

Egypt through this conference is looking forward to materialize an ambitious futuristic vision for the development of the 
cooperative system in general and the cooperative housing sector in specific, through the main themes of the conference, 
which will undoubtedly result in recommendations contributing to draw the road map of the development of policies and 
mechanisms proposed to activate the efficient role of cooperatives in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals of the 
United Nations (SDGs 2030).

Lastly, I wish all the success to this conference, which is honored by the presence of this unique group of honorable ministers, 
governors, ambassadors, the president and leaders of the International Cooperative Alliance, as well as the participation of 
a reputable number of scientists, experts and specialists from Egypt and allied countries and finally I wish all our guests a 
pleasant stay in their second home country, Egypt.
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    It is an honor to welcome you in such a great day witnessing the opening session of the 3rd International Conference for 
Cooperative Housing organized by the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives, such an important 
event that brings together this group of highly reputable attendance concerned by the cooperative movement from within 
Egypt and the whole world.
    At the outset, I thank His Excellency Prof. Dr. Mostafa Madbouly, Prime Minister of Egypt, and His Excellency Prof. Dr. 
Assem El Gazzar, Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, for their generous sponsorship of this conference, 
that stems from their belief of the fundamental role that the cooperative system in general and the cooperative housing 
system in particular must play to contribute in eliminating the obstacles facing the economic and social development in Egypt.
    The Cooperative idea has evolved all over the world, becoming a system of life for populations in many countries, a 
successful and stimulus method of the participation of the whole community in the development processes.
At the end of the last century and the beginning of this century, the whole world recognized the fundamental role of cooperatives 
being a successful and unique model of “Social Economy”.
     The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030) called on all countries around the world to maximize 
the participation of communities, highlighting the importance of the role of cooperatives in achieving economic and social 
development plans and increasing the participation of women and youth in various cooperative activities.
      Therefore, this conference was planned in its first and second editions in 2013 and in 2016 not as a one-off but to become 
an international forum held in Egypt periodically, for Egypt’s influential role on both regional and global levels, as well as its 
concern and interaction with international communities’ issues.

«And say, «Do [as you will], for Allah will see your deeds,
and [so, will] His Messenger and the believers.» 

H.E.Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk
Chairman of CHC & Conference President
The Egyptian Arabic Republic

Your Excellency Prof. Dr. Assem El Gazzar, the Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities; honorable ministers, 
governors and ambassadors of allied countries, Mr. Ariel Guarco, President of the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), Mr. 
Japheth Magomere, President of the African Cooperative Alliance, ICA-Africa; Mr. Anders Lago, President of the International 
Housing Cooperative, leaders of the cooperatives from all over the world, 
    Conference guests among countries representatives, organizations representatives, regional and international institutes 
and research centers representatives, our esteemed guests, professors, researchers and partners from the Egyptian 
cooperatives in Egypt, the General Cooperative Union, the Cooperative Unions, the Central Housing Cooperative Union, 
Federal Associations, the Cooperative Associations from all governorates of Egypt, our Esteemed 
Audience:
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 The conference witnesses the participation of all the cooperative elements and not only those linked to cooperative housing.
Throughout history, trials and experiences have proven that only big powerful cooperation consisting of multiple groups with 
clear common interests and targets sustain and reach success.
   And today, we are organizing our third international conference for cooperative housing under the theme «The role of 
cooperative housing in the Sustainable Development Goals 2030 towards sustainable cooperatives” with the participation of 
42 countries and international organizations, with the purpose of studying the integration of cooperative housing with all other 
cooperative activities to be able to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030).
   This four-day conference will discuss through six research themes: the sustainable cooperatives theories, concepts and 
goals; the governance, policies and management of sustainable cooperatives; sustainable cooperative communities and 
economic growth; sustainable cooperatives and community participation; responsive architecture and sustainable cooperative 
challenges; legislative and regulations framework to promote sustainable cooperative practice.The conference agenda will 
also include field visits to the New Administrative Capital and the New City of Alamein as an example of the live unprecedent 
example in Egypt for construction reform and national projects.In this regard, I have to convey my sincere appreciation and 
gratitude to His Excellency Mr. Abdel Fattah El Sisi, President of the Arab Republic of Egypt, for his full support shown towards 
the cooperative reform in Egypt, as well as his directives to form a committee between the General Authority for Construction 
and Housing Cooperatives and the Administrative Oversight Authority with the purpose of resolving obstacles facing the 
cooperatives housing projects enduring difficulties, which contributed in overcoming a lot of issues they encountered and gave 
their projects a push forward. I also value with emphasis The role of the government represented in the Ministry of Housing, 
Utilities and Urban Communities in supporting the cooperative housing in Egypt during the past five years, and accordingly as 
first phase, in cooperation with the    New Urban Communities Authority, more than 2,400 feddans were allocated and delivered 
to cooperative housing associations within 22 new cities in Upper Egypt, the North Coast and Greater Cairo to develop suitable 
residential housing units for their members. A comprehensive proposal to amend the Housing Cooperation Article No. 14 of the 
year 1981 has been finalized, to better reflect cooperatives members requirements and aspirations towards a new era.

Our esteemed audience…
The unprecedented presence of this unique group of prominent leaders of the International Cooperative Alliance is perhaps 
the biggest proof of the Egyptian Housing Cooperatives successes and its continued communication on the international and 
regional levels. 
    And here again, I have to give thanks to Mr. Ariel Guarco, President of the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA), Mr. 
Japheth Magomere, President of the African Cooperative Alliance, ICA-Africa; Mr. Anders Lago, President of the International 
Housing Cooperative, leaders of the cooperatives from all over the world, our brothers the Housing Ministry Saudi delegation, 
for making the effort to come to Cairo to be among us today.
     Cooperatives in Egypt and around the world expect a lot from us, hoping that our conference results in recommendations, 
ideas and visions that will contribute to the drafting clear policies for sustainable cooperatives where all cooperative efforts 
are integrated offering a new and successful model best suited to the hopes and aspirations of the people seeking a free and 
dignified life.
      I once again welcome the guests of Egypt from the different continents of the world, and I always re-quote to them the words 
of the French philosopher Renan: -
“Every human being on this planet has two homelands: his homeland to which he belongs and Egypt”. 
So welcome to your second homeland of the good and generous people of Egypt. 
May God bless you.
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His Excellency Prime Minister Dr. Mostafa Madbouly
His Excellency, Housing Minister Dr. Assem El Gazzar
Chairman of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives, Dr. Hossam Rizk
Chairman of the Central Cooperative Union for Housing, Ing. Adel Noshi
President of ACI-Africa, Mr. Japheth Magomere
President of Cooperative Housing International, Mr. Anders Lago
   It is a true honor for me, as president of the International Cooperative Alliance, to be present at this Conference, 
together with such distinguished local and international personalities.
  I would like, first of all, to thank you for the invitation you have made to come to share ideas and projects that help us 
consolidate housing cooperativism in Egypt and the rest of the World.
  I fully agree with the proposal of this Conference, to bet on the involvement of the whole society in the fulfillment of 
the Sustainable Development Goals.
  And what better than the cooperatives to achieve this social participation that makes the 2030 Agenda a project 
rooted in the men and women who daily produce, consume, save ... and build their habitat.
  Our commitment from the International Cooperative Alliance is focused on positioning cooperatives as a central actor 
in Sustainable Development.
  At the end of the day, for 175 years we have been implementing an economy with values and principles, which is 
more resilient to crises, offers opportunities for all and is capable of generating resources for the reproduction of life without 
destroying the environment.
  That is a sustainable economy. And that is the proposal that we have to continue carrying out who we are part of the 
cooperative movement in each country, in each city, in each town and, all together, worldwide.
  From the International Cooperative Alliance we have been making a great effort to empower the sectors, the regions 
and the committees, which give life to our organization and give each one its particularity so that together we can make a 
strong and dynamic cooperativism on a global scale.
  Almost 3 million cooperatives, with more than one billion members and in which about 280 million people work, have 
this challenge in their hands.
 

Dr.  Ariel Guarco (Argentina)

President of ICAر
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 I think that together we must walk that necessary path in the construction of the most important house we have, the 
common house, our planet Earth.
  I think that together we have to take charge of consolidating sustainable development. For us and for the next  
generations.
  That is why it is very important that governments, as well as international organizations and other actors committed to 
sustainable development, provide cooperatives with the necessary tools so that they can carry out this task.
  In the case of housing cooperatives, they are not responding only to that basic need of people.
  Its action has positive impacts in multiple dimensions, which are contemplated in the 2030 Agenda.
  Building cooperative housing is also reversing the conditions of poverty, guaranteeing health for the entire population, 
facilitating access to drinking water, energy, and generating decent work.
  I am convinced that the presentations and exchanges that will take place here over the next few days will help us 
deepen the role of cooperatives in sustainable development.
             I appreciate the invitation to the General Authority of Housing Cooperatives and I invite you all to have a Conference 
full of ideas and proposals so that the cooperative model continues to grow in Egypt, in Africa and in the rest of the World.
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Distinguished guests,
Ladies and gentlemen;
Good morning.
 I am honored to stand before you this morning on the occasion of the Third International Conference for Cooperatives 
Housing and Sustainable Development Goals 2030.
 The world, for all its imperfections ranging from unbalanced developments, limitations in mitigating against exclusion, 
insurgencies, extremism and poverty has made tremendous strides in advancing the living conditions for humanity over time. 
With the ballooning population and its myriad ramifications on these forms of structural violence, there is need for concerted 
effort through universal solidarity to address them.  
 Ladies and Gentlemen: I recollect with nostalgia those times I had to go to school bare footed and walked for miles 
with my peers to school. I recollect the days when our mothers used to give birth at home. The condition could be dire; 
when such mothers had ride on donkey-carts to access maternity services. Those are the days when mud walled and grass 
thatched houses were the order of the day in my village. People and animals sharing a hut was a common phenomenon.  Life 
was not as easy then but there was also some thrilling part in it all!! This was hinged on the spirit of African socialism, based 
on the tenets of Latin expression of ‘summum bonum’ meaning the highest good as espoused by Roman philosopher Cicero.
Currently, extreme poverty has significantly reduced, the under-five mortality fell almost 50% between 2000 and 2017, 
massive immunization campaigns have saved millions of lives and literacy levels of education have improved significantly.  
 There is recognition of progress in several SDGs in many countries, but there is no single country that is on track 
to meet the goals. Notably, as cooperative societies, we have employed limited effort to document and measure our action 
towards the attainment of the SDG. Allow me to challenge all of us to embark on a process that would capture historical 
cooperative impact towards the attainment of the SDGs over the last five years and towards the year 2030.   
 It is worrying is that the world seems to be losing ground in many areas that the SDGs aspires to mitigate:  among 
these include the very foundations of the basic needs to human development such as; food, shelter and clothing.
According to The Spotlight on Sustainable Development Goals 2019 report; Reshaping Governance for Sustainability; in 
2018, 4.2 billion people in the world lived in cities and an additional 2.5 billion will urbanize by 2050. The same report 
indicates that, 100 million people are homeless and 900 million live in slums and the informal settlements where access to 
vital services is precarious.
 Distinguished Cooperators, Universal, free access to essential public services are the foundations blocks of the 
sustainable development goals. The commitment to achieve decent, safe and affordable housing for all is the epitome of the 
SDG 11 target list, and the same is at the core of the Cooperative Business Model.  It is also among one of the key sectors 
cherished by the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA).

Mr. Japheth Magomere (Kenya) 
President of ICA-Africa 
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 It suffices to note that, the rapidly increasing urbanization and demographic rates, insufficient public infrastructure 
investment, urban gentrification, real estate financing and the privatization of public housing, land and services are making it 
harder to fulfill the course. Skyrocketing prices for the sale and rent of housing are reshaping cities across income-segregated 
geographies, expelling low-wage workers and vulnerable dwellers to the outskirts of cities. The bottom-of-the-pyramid has 
been victim of forced and violent evictions to pave way for private development, sinking them deeper into the abyss of urban 
destitution. 
 Africa is the least urbanized continent, accommodating 11.3 percent of the world’s urban population, and the Sub-
Saharan region is the continent’s least-urbanized area. However, the region’s cities are expanding rapidly. By 2050, Africa’s 
urban population is projected to reach 1.2 billion, with an urbanization rate of 58 percent, according to the latest UN-HABITAT 
report.  With this rate of growth, Africa will overtake Asia as the world’s most rapidly urbanizing region by 2025 according to a 
UN report. Although the nature and pace of urbanization varies among countries, with more than a quarter of the world’s fastest 
growing cities, Africa is undergoing a massive urban transition despite the highest population remaining in the rural areas. 
Cooperatives in Africa have excelled in providing housing to the most marginalized groups in society as well as aiding different 
governments in meeting their strategy objectives while contributing to employment. This is evidenced by the case of National 
Cooperative Housing Union (NACHU) in Kenya, Zimbabwe National Housing Cooperative Organisation (ZINAHCO) in 
Zimbabwe and the General Authority for Construction & Housing Cooperatives in Egypt, among other housing cooperatives in 
Africa.
 Distinguished Guests: The ending Blueprint for a Cooperative Decade 2020, recognizes the critical role housing 
cooperatives play in addressing the socio-economic challenges in the world today. By their nature, housing cooperatives 
members spend majority of their lives in the cooperative; as this is where they make their homes; Housing cooperative members, 
always take the long-term view in the financial planning and revenue generation to benefit their members and society at large.  
Secondly, housing cooperatives play a critical role in providing community with social benefit through the relief of housing. 
Across the world, housing cooperatives contribute to meeting social policy goals through the provision of affordable, adequate, 
safe shelter to those in housing need. Moreover, they do so not as clients of the state but as autonomous enterprises that may 
form partnerships with governments and not be subordinate to them.
 Finally, housing cooperatives are committed to the values and principles of the movement and have incentive to protect 
their environment that other multiple residential housing businesses do not consider based on the business model’s commitment 
to community.  This contributes to the preservation of the environment hence lowering the adverse effects of climate change.
Ladies and Gentlemen: As the tenth anniversary of the International Year of Cooperatives approaches, concrete examples of 
good practices of cooperatives working to implement the Sustainable Development Goals are factual but need to be documented 
and measured. 
 Sharing knowledge, partnering and creating synergies, in platforms such as this, will help cooperatives across different 
sectors to fully realize their critical contribution to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. I acknowledge the 
complex nature of the cooperative business model as the third force in economic development that is hinged on democracy. 
This invites all of us to find amicable ways through which we could promote our enterprises through appropriate actions that 
would mitigate any shortcomings thereby building confidence of our members in their societies. It is against this background 
that I wish to reiterate my appeal to the movement during the recent ICA Conference and General Assembly held in Kigali, 
Rwanda on the need to embrace and formalize the Cooperative Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism. 
 Our competing business models has taken a leading step through the establishment of the Casablanca International 
Mediation and Arbitration Centre. Conflict management is the pinnacle for solidarity, one of our core values.   
 In conclusion, distinguished guests; I would like to thank you all for listening and wish you fruitful
 consistency in this exciting conference.
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 To have a home, to have a roof over your head when it rains or when the sun is shining, to have a door that can be 
locked, to have water in the tap, and to have a toilet, most of us consider it obvious. 
 In several conventions, the United Nations have decided that this - adequate housing - is a human right.
 Today, nearly twenty percent of the citizens in the world don’t have this right, don’t have a  home. About 1,8 billion 
people lives in informel settlements, slums, in shanty towns, and in our streets
 Many people today are moving from the countryside to our cities. But there are not homes for everyone.
 People who do have a lack of housing, often also lack other human rights - such as access to water, food, care and 
community.
 During the autumn I have traveled around in several countries in Africa and Asia and met some of these people. 
 But I have also met people who moved from slum to organized living, in cooperative form. And I could see what 
important a home is. A home can be the beginning of a whole new life.
 It is, a great lack of housing in many countries. Both in what we usually call developing countries and in the more 
developed countries. Even in my country, Sweden, this welfare state, we today have many people that are homeless.
 And even, if the total homelessness is not always great in all contries we have other problems, with lack of housing, 
owercrowding, poor quality of housing. And housing at high costs. So, efforts are needed in many countries, not to say in all 
countries. 
 So it is good that we gather for conferences like this. We simply have to do more. In all countries.
 If we are to achieve the United Nations Sustainability Goal, everyone must have a home. Politicians, parliaments and 
governments have to take the main responsibility for it. 
 Political will, and interest are required, but it is also necessary that all countries to contribute with land and money to 
housing for their residents. Especially for people with low incom, or no incom at all.
 The cooperative model is fantastic for building and for houses. We have many examples around the world. In my 
country Sweden, 25% of the population lives in cooperative houses.

Mr. Anders Lago (Swedan) 
President of CHI 
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 Cooperative houses are sustainable, - social, economic and ecologic.
 The cooperative model is long-term; people come together, have influence and take responsibility. It is excellent for 
building and managing houses.
 So if we wont to solve the problem with lack of housing, a god idee is to work together, the political system and the 
cooperative movement can work together.
 Thank you, that me and Cooperative housing International is a part of this conference.  
 Thanks.
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 Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to our precious Egypt, land of civilizations, safety, security and stability, Egypt the 
land of love and peace, which you will personally experience during your stay and your field visits while your stay for the 
conference. 
 Esteemed audience, let me first welcome and thank His Excellency Dr. Mostafa Madbouly, Prime Minister, Dr. Assem 
El Gazzar, Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, represented by Eng. Khaled Abbas, Deputy Minister of 
Housing for National Projects; describing my appreciation for his support for housing cooperatives in accordance with the 
country direction and its Constitution. 
 I also thank the President of the International Cooperative Alliance and the alliance members for supporting the 
cooperatives activities all over the world, esteemed governors and ambassadors.
 Dr. Eng. Hossam El Din Rizk, partner in the development of the cooperative housing, Chairman of the General 
Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives, the administrative authority with oversight and support for cooperatives, 
 I also would like to thank him for the good organization of the conference, which reflects the government support for 
cooperatives. 
 ladies and gentlemen members of the Central Housing Cooperative Union, the people’s representatives and their 
leaders in all its work in Egypt.
      Members of the Egyptian Cooperative Housing Associations, for their participating in the conference their cooperative 
projects that they are developing for the benefit of their members; being the governments partners in the architectural reform.
esteemed  members of the Conference,
     ًًWe meet today in the context of cooperation, witnessing the best images of the private sector participation in communities-
working to achieve freedom and dignity for the human being within the framework of its constant philosophy “individual for the 
sake of the group and the groups for the sake of the individual”.
      We all aim to maximize cooperative values and emphasis its role in developing and protecting citizens from all forms 
of wrong ideologies and abuse. The cooperative ideologies in all countries supporting cooperatives are only supporting 
their democracy, spreading cooperative ideologies in different countries of the is also spreading world peace and economic 
integration, as corporativism draws its basis from the different divine faiths and beliefs, all of which urge cooperation between 
people in all fields to achieve peaceful coexistence among all.
      Ladies and gentlemen, we meet today at the third edition of our International Conference for Cooperative Housing, which 
achieved tangible success in the previous sessions 2013 and 2016, through which we have benefitted from shared experiences 

Eng. Adel Noshi 
Chairman of the central Cooperative Union for 
Housing 
The Egyptian Arabic Republic
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and expertise in the field of cooperative housing were shared; and today we meet to discuss sustainable development in the 
field of housing being part of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030), and how to include cooperative 
housing in sustainable development plans.
      Perhaps Egypt is witnessing a great architectural reform that includes several mega construction projects, with the 
participation of the housing cooperatives, such as the New Administrative Capital in which 14 housing cooperatives are 
participating, the New City of Alamein, and for sure visiting the exhibition that is held along with the conference to showcase 
models of cooperative housing projects, and your field visits organized by the conference organizing committee will give you a 
better idea about these projects, we hope they meet your expectations. 
        To conclude, thank you for attending and incurring the hardship of traveling to participate in this conference, wishing you 
all an enjoyable stay and great success for this conference.
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On The first day, two main plenary sessions were held, reviewing various topics related 
to sustainable development and the role of communities and legislations in achieving 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030), presented by several participants and 
various presentations. 

The Session was chaired by Dr. Bassem Fahmy Director of the Urban and Strategic planning program 
with the participation of:
Mr. Bedro Oratiz (Spain) International Consultant of the United Nation & the world Bank.
Mr. Robert Lauies ( United Kingdom) Head of the Legislation & Land Governance at UN-Habitat.
Ms. Cristena Brokopyo (Portugal) Financial Manager singlartiy universtiy united states of America.
Dr. Gora Mboup (United States) Chief Executive officer of the US Jura Corp and Coordinator of the 
 Demographic & Health survey program of the United States Agency for International Development

Where the various topics related to sustainable development and the role of societies & legislation
  that play a role in Achieving these goals were discussed through the various presentations of the
Participants

Session Highlights
- the cooperative housing planning should be based on social justice and community integration in order 
to achieve the 11th goal of the United Nations SDGs, to secure appropriate housing for all at affordable 
cost.
- Include both public and private in sectors in cooperative housing planning, on various levels, including 
projects planning, programs, plans, policies and strategies of cooperatives in order to achieve national, 
local community development:
- Planning for cooperative housing under the umbrella of social responsibility to meet the economic and 
social needs of the population, to be managed and evaluated in accordance with the basic values and 
principles of equitable distribution of land, fair pricing, flexible payment plans and financing tools.
- Adopting an economic policy based on strengthening parallel and necessary fields to reach comprehensive 
and sustainable economic and social development.
- Developing policies, programs, regulatory and legislative frameworks that encourage and motivate 
cooperatives to fulfill their role as a role player in the sustainable development.

DAY 1  -  1/12/2019
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The second plenary session:       
Many leading cooperative models and experiences have been shared in several countries 
such as Sweden, Kenya, Korea among others. 

The Session was chaired by Dr. Hossam ElDen RazikThe Chairman Of Board Of Directors of
General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives
Chairman of the Confference with participation of: 
Dr. Areial Gurco (Argentina) President of the International Cooperative Alliance
Mr. Andres Lago (Swedan Head of International Housing Cooperatives
Dr. Yeong-Hee Jang (Korea) Non Executive director of the Korea Evaluation Board & Vice President of the 
Seoul Institute
Ms. Dorothy Tindi Sitati Responsible for Cooperation,Learning Adaptation & Global Societies
 Many Experiences & Pioneering Cooperative Experiences in Various Fields in Many Countries were
Reviewed,Such as Swedan,Kenya,Korea
Session Highlights:
- Sustainable housing is the most efficient way that leads to achieving sustainable development and 
eradicating poverty.
- Long-term financing mechanisms that meet the challenges of housing projects and to be in accordance 
with execution timeline.
- Using technology and resources with the minimal consumption and economic way to ensure sustainability.
- Supply housing and land with low interest rate loans and long-term financing.
- Exchanging experiences and information to strengthen the cooperatives, allowing all countries to 
advance.
- Independence of cooperatives from governments yet under harmony and coordination with localities 
and governments regarding land regulations and laws. 
- Establishing a financial support system compatible with the National Housing Fund (investment pot) and 
suitable for long-term rent housing (housing finance over a long period of time).   
- Supporting equality between women and men in the field of implementing cooperative policies to 
achieve the 5th goal of the United Nations SDGs.
- Create labor cooperatives whereby providing opportunities for leadership and income growth through 
a unified goal and principles - benefit from the Kenyan experience.
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1-“Governance and management of the sustainable cooperative system”
Under this Title a number of 2 sessions were held under the Chairmanship of Dr.Azza Serry Professor of Urban
Planning at the National  center for Housing and Building Research with the Participation of :
Dr. Maha Abdelstar & Dr. Magy Abu Hashesh (Egypt) National Research Center 
Dr. Adel AbdelRashid (Yemen) Adviser to thr public Authority for inveromental Protection in the Republic of 
Yemen
Mrs. Naglaa Mohamed Farid (Egypt) Accountat of the General Authority for Construction & Housing 
Cooperative
Dr. Mona AbdelFatah AbdelHady (Egypt) Lecturer Department of Urban Development Faculty of Urban 
Planning - Cairo Universty
Mr. Mohamed Ramadan ElSaed (Egypt) Computer Specialist - CHC
Eng.  Mostafa Mohamed Ali (Egypt) Director General of the General Department of Technical Services at the 
General Authority for Architural planning
The sessions reviewed specific issues on the role of government in supporting sustainable cooperatives and 
integrating their role with civil society organizations to support sustainable cooperative activities, concepts 
and ideas to manage and follow modern governance methods to manage sustainable cooperatives.
The two sessions highlighted the following: 
-Integrating cooperative housing into the national housing and urban development strategies that each 
country develops within the framework of their strategy.
-Develop special requirements in cooperative project plans so that public spaces are increased in relation with 
the areas to be developed as a tool for social development and community participation.
-Establish exemplary productive, sustainable cooperatives for women, youth, artisans and people of will and 

The proceedings of the second day included a field visit to the New Administrative 
Capital by several delegations and conference guests, in parallel with six scientific 
sessions and two plenary grouped sessions.

DAY 2  -  2/12/2019
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capabilities (in accordance with global cooperative principles, standards, and values).
-Linking exemplary cooperatives to the global cooperative system to benefit from networking the network; as 
in Egypt, cooperatives network with others in different countries to develop their work through networks of 
knowledge in accordance with the principle of cooperative cooperation (cooperation between cooperatives).
-Reorganization of cooperative institutes and developing cooperative curricula according to scientific basis 
in line with the current and future phase, in accordance with the foundations and values of the cooperatives 
internationally, and in accordance with the curricula and teaching techniques of institutes and cooperative 
colleges around the world.
-Encouraging the private sector participation in the development process through their investment in 
cooperative housing.
-Allowing more specialized management companies to manage cooperative residential communities and 
using them to assist the board of directors regardless of the small size of the housing community, and not 
relying on the amateur or part-time residents.
-Receive trainings and education to work on the creation of new and innovative approaches to social, economic 
and environmental governance for agricultural cooperatives and the call for new and innovative approaches 
for management.
-Raising awareness of the importance of volunteering in the management of residential communities and 
getting acquainted with the latest techniques and methods of modern management and training of volunteers.
-Benefit from the international expertise in management of residential communities listed in the governing 
laws of housing cooperatives.
-Reviewing laws and regulations and amending them to eliminate interference and conflict in decision-making 
between the competent authorities charged with regulating the work of housing cooperative on all levels.
-Draft legislations and regulations for housing cooperatives.
-Activating the role of the Mortgage Finance Authority and transforming its oversight role to a stimulant one. 
-The importance of providing tax incentives for borrowing and providing low-cost long-term sources of 
financing.
-To encourage the Council of Ministers of Housing to activate the role of cooperative housing in the Arab 
world and to pay special attention to the mechanisms of implementing it as well as financing it and to form 
a committee to support it.
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2-“Sustainable cooperative communities and economic development” 

The Session was chaired by Dr. Adel AlMahdy Professor of Economics Faculty of Commerce Helwan 
University 2 Session Were Hled Under this title with Participation of:
Dr. Neveen Mohamed Tarek (Egypt) Dean of the Higher Institute for Adminstrative sciences in Kattameya
& Professor of Economics at the Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration - Helwan Univeristy
Dr. Saber Adly Shaker (Egypt) Assistant Professor of International Economics Faculty of Commerce & 
Business Administration - Helwan Univeristy  
Dr. Gamal Mahmoud Attia Abeed (Egypt) Proffessor & Head of the Department of Economics & Foreign 
Trade Faculty of Commerce & Business Administration - Helwan Univeristy  
Dr. Amany Fakher (Egypt) Proffessor of International Economics - Helwen Universty - Member of the
National University
Dr. Ahmed Helmi Salem (Egypt) The General Authority for Urban Planning 
Dr. Wessam AlNaggar (Egypt) - Lecture Deprartment of Economics and Foreign trade Faculty of Commerce 
& Business Administration - Helwan Univeristy
There was a demonstration of International expertise in financing sustainable cooperative projects, 
cooperation and integration between cooperative activities and the importance of sustainable financing 
(the role of banks, mortgages, institutions) as well as real estate finance for cooperative projects were 
reviewed.
The two sessions highlighted the following:
-Include all cooperative associations in discussions related to sustainable development in all forums 
concerned with decision-making and drafting of legislations while inviting them to participate in the 
policy-making processes, as well as to prepare the community through various media programs to spread 
community awareness of the thinking and importance of cooperatives in achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals.
-Adopt a comprehensive and integrated methodology for environmental, social and economic aspects 
in relation to green architecture, by adopting green agendas within the framework of the Sustainable 
Development Goals, with the need to involve all categories of the society in raising awareness of the 
importance of preserving the environment.
-Reformulating some legislations and decisions related to mortgage finance, while simplifying the 
procedures for associations and individuals to obtain soft loans and appropriate payment periods.
-Emphasizing the role of the State in promoting the cooperative movement in accordance with the 
Egyptian constitutions and cooperative legislations, which lead to the empowerment of cooperative 
popular NGOs to collectively accredit them to perform their economic, social and cultural development 
role without interfering in their public or administrative functions.
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The Session was chaired by Dr. Engy AlBermgly Professor of Engineering,Cairo University,
With the Participation of:
Eng. Esraa Attia (Egypt) Instructor,Dep. of Enviromental Planning-College of Regional & Urban Planning.
Eng. Kareem Nour (Egypt) Assistant Lecturer Department of Architural Engineering Higher Institute of 
Engineering and Technology-Menoufia.
Mrs. Rana Tarek AbdelSamd (Egypt) A Masters Student and a Teaching Assistant at German University
- Discussions were conducted on best practices, lessons learned, challenges, concepts and terminology, as well 
as theories in cooperative practices and innovative approaches to the integration of cooperatives, sustainable 
development goals and challenges facing cooperatives, in addition to the role of construction authorities in 
achieving sustainable development.
The session highlighted the following: 
-The importance of advance planning in accordance with the needs and requirements of the population slices 
in terms of location, proximity to transportation networks, diversity of the housing unit’s design options and 
its areas to ensure the satisfaction of all benefiting from cooperative housing projects.
-Considering the integration of all different segments of the residents in the same area to reach the required 
outcome which eases providing necessary services and prevents having disparities in residential complexes, 
which also facilitates providing and management of services inside the residential area.
-Benefit from the cooperative housing to reach balance in the hierarchical order of the population on the 
national level, at the same time achieve social balance for the new cities integrating all strata of the society 
to achieve a balanced development between urban and rural areas. 
-Spreading awareness of the cooperative principles through initiatives in cooperation with international 
entities through workshops for universities youth.
-Restore cooperative housing projects matching with our previous original planning to include more green 
neighborhoods contributing effectively in preserving the natural ecosystem balance, by spreading & diversifying 
plantations & vegetation vs populated areas and linking neighborhoods to close by urban areas, aiming to 
improve the ratio between urban density and the size of public spaces designated for social activities.
-Develop intervention strategies that meet new population needs with the ability to be adaptable with future 
changes in social, economic and cultural conditions.
-Implement technology updates & international innovations in the construction & facility management fields 
to achieve a sustainable development.
-Diversify support and acquisition systems (rent-to-own) according to the financial capabilities of the different 
segments of population.

3-Sustainable cooperatives (Theories, concepts and goals) :
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The Session was chaired by both Dr. Salem Alkhadry Dean of the College of Engineering Nahda University 
and Prof. Hany Serag AlDin Professor of Architectural Design and Housing at the National Center for 
Housing and Building Research With the Participation of:
Dr. Mounir Labib (Egypt) Consultant to inventory GreenHouse Gas Emissions-Aswan University Project
Dr. Mohamed Fahmy (Egypt) Assistant Professor of Enviromental and Sustainable Planning and Supervisor
of the Department of Architure-Aswan University 
Mr. Mahmoud Abdel Azeem (Egypt) Implementation Engineer at the General Authority for Construction 
&Housing Cooperatives
The session addressed the need to examine the sustainable and ecological foundations that should be 
considered when planning and designing sustainable cooperative projects and how to apply and use new 
and renewable energy in cooperative housing projects as well as innovative urban planning for sustainable 
cooperative projects.
This session highlighted the following:
-Changing the design and construction techniques of cooperative buildings to reduce gas emissions (The 
greenhouse effect) achieving sustainable development goals for the environment and society. Shifting to 
renewable energy systems which is easily applicable in Egypt due to the availability of different natural 
resources (such as solar energy); Its most important application in the cooperative housing sector is the use 
of environmentally friendly insulation materials, solar water heaters and energy saving lighting.
-Drafting protocols of cooperation between different research entities and each other, between 
universities and each other and between all mentioned with administrative bodies to integrate planning 
with implementation, to create projects that correspond with all axes of the Sustainable Development 
Goals & Egypt Vision 2030. One of the most important goals is the use of new renewable energy in 
cooperative projects - due to their large investments and their out spread, simulating successful examples 
from other countries, like some European countries, notably from Sweden.
-Identify short- &-long-term training programs for the members of the cooperative sector, as the human 
factor is the main pillar for the cooperative development, in the meantime securing sources of funds for 
these programs from local and international sources.
-Creating a cooperation protocol between the Cooperatives and the Ministry of Electricity and Renewable 
Energy to include solar power plants in all cooperative projects under the technical supervision of the 
Ministry of Electricity, and to be connected to the grid to support the local electricity grid.

4-Energy in sustainable cooperative housing:
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The Session was chaired by Dr. Bassem Fahmy Director of the Urban Strategic Planning Program
with the Participation of :
Dr. Chiogy Sifa (Kenya) Secretary General of the Regional Cooperative Alliance
Dr. Rashwan Tahseen (Sirya) Lectyrer of Architure at the Nahda Unveristy in Beni Suef
Mrs. Reema Navady (India) Director of the Association of Women Working in Informal Occupations 
Dr. Hossam AlBermegly (Egypt) Professor of Architure and Heritage Maintenance & Head of Architure in 
Ain Shams University
This session discussed many challenges facing cooperatives and how to find solutions to reach sustainable 
cooperatives. 
This session highlighted the following:
-To reach «quality of life» is the main objective for any effort, not only in housing, and the success of 
cooperative progress should be measured by following sustainable targets of urban development indicators.
-Develop cooperative caliber skills to reach independence in the field of construction.
-Introduce innovations in cooperatives to keep pace with small-scale workers and introduce modern 
technology to facilitate and support the decision-making process.
-Egypt to pioneer creating an Egyptian-Arab International code for smart building maintenance solutions. 
-Achieving smart building maintenance systems is the key to the sustainability of cooperatives.
-Adapting smart building maintenance techniques in cooperative buildings design, construction and 
management, focusing on the selection of natural building materials and methods, achieving quality of 
life as well as safety and security for both residents and buildings.
-To ensure the follow up on cooperative buildings by issuing periodic follow-up reports and introducing 
smart systems and applications to develop archives for buildings and monitor their performance rates to 
ensure rapid intervention into their maintenance.

5-The first plenary session «Sustainable Cooperative Challenges» :
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The Session was chaired by Prof. Yasser Sakr Professor of Architecture and Former President of Helwan 
University, With the Participation of:
Dr. Ahmed Soliman (Egypt) Head of the Department of Architural Engineering Faculty of Engineering 
Alexandria University
Mr. Juli Laplam (Canda) The Secretary General of International Cooperative Housing is one of the eight 
sectors in the International Cooperative Alliance
Dr. Jieun Kim (Korea) Researcher at the Seoul researcher center for Housing and Communities
This session highlighted the following:
-The importance of having clear systems, like the common area system; as it is important to have a real 
estate agency responsible for purchasing fragmented plots of land as shares from landowners, which will 
have positive effects and will reflect on lands value in the real estate market.
-The importance of the diversity in cooperative housing, weather rent or ownership and their relative 
affordable costs.
-Learning from the Korean experience, where the youth had rental agreements with the property owners 
sharing the accommodation with their colleagues, which rent were financed by 10% through individual 
contributions as well as the youth cooperative bank.

6-The second plenary session 
“Theories and Practices”
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1. The vision of the Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, and its affiliates to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030)
Under this tittle, two sessions were held under the chairmanship of Mr. Hussein El Gebaly, Former 
Advisor to the Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities and with the participation of the 
leaders of the Egyptian Ministry of Housing and the Saudi Ministry of Housing as follows: 
A- The Egyptian Ministry of Housing 
Eng. Nafesah Hesham (Egypt) First undersecretary of the Ministry of Housing and Head of the Housing 
and Utilities
Dr. Waleed Abass (Egypt) Assistant Minister of Housing for Urban Communities Authority Affairs &
Assistant Chairman of the New Urban Communities Authority
Eng. Ahmed Helmi Mostafa (Egypt) General Director of the technical office of the Central Reconstruction
Agency
Mr. Abdallah Roshdy (Egypt) Executive Vice President of the Social Housing Fund & Real Estate Financing 
Support
B- Saudi Ministry of Housing
Mr. Ahmed Hakam Asiri (Saudi Arabia) Director of the General Administration for Development & Voluntary 
Work - The Ministry of Housing in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Mr. Mohamed Bin Saleh Abdallah AlNaim (Saudi Arabia) General Director of Media Public Relations - 
 The Ministry of Housing in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Mr. Mohamed Bin Mubark Bin Mohamed Aldosry (Saudi Arabia) Director of Cooperative Housing Projects 
- The Ministry of Housing in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Mr. Saleh Bin Mohamed AlMosined (Saudi Arabia) Director of the Basic Equpiment Department of 
Ministry of Economy & Planning - The Ministry of Housing in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Mr. Saad Bin Mansour Bin AlMutayeb (Saudi Arabia) Representative of international Cooperation - The
Ministry of Housing in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Mr. Saad Bin Mansour Bin Saad AlRashod (Saudi Arabia) Public Relations - The Ministry of Housing in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

The proceedings of the third day included eight scientific sessions, one plenary session 
and the closing session.

DAY 3  -  3/12/2019:
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The Egyptian and Saudi ministries of housing exchanged views and the discussions concluded on the 
development of alternatives to achieve the sustainable development goals as follows:
   
1- The importance of regulating the use of the state land and supplying it with basic facilities within 
the framework of comprehensive urban planning for cities and villages and strategies for population 
distribution that achieve common interest, improve the quality of life of citizens and preserve the rights of 
future generations.
2- The importance of balancing supply and demand in the housing sector and establishing a mechanism to 
activate the role of civil housing cooperatives, create economic incentives and provide decent housing.
3- The Ministry of Housing and its prominent role in contributing to the development of legislation 
and policies to provide appropriate decent housing for citizens and to improve housing conditions; as a 
reference “The Egyptian housing manifesto 2019”, a reference document for housing strategies in Egypt 
contributing to highlight the State’s vision in the housing sector, raising the efficiency of achieving the 
objectives of the housing sector.
4- The importance of expanding in the construction of fourth-generation cities and maximizing the use of 
modern building systems, communication systems and smart transportation methods, with the focus on the 
following:
    A- The project should have a unique and distinct design that reflects the new functional concept. 
    B- The establishment of international cities with smart infrastructure solutions to serve the future, 
         which will provide incalculable number of economic opportunities and provide quality of life, 
         considering the optimal distribution of activities.
    C- Creating a visually appealing urban model architectural design for buildings with the flexibility for 
        future extension of services, while not conflicting with the land use norms.
    D- Continuous cooperation between all governmental departments to achieve the public benefit, 
encourage civil society organizations through the cooperative housing system to participate in solving the 
housing problem in Egypt and to provide suitable housing for all society segments, by allocating lands for 
cooperative entities to plan, create the infrastructure and reassign to housing associations. 
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5- Establish assisting entities which will implement service projects at the level of the country, including the 
implementation of fast roads networks conforming with the development map, infrastructure projects and 
facilities networks, developing communities in off skirts and deserted areas; in addition to training youth 
on construction techniques to qualify them for the labor market, and to train them on the operation and 
maintenance of heavy equipment, as well as practical training for students of engineering colleges and 
technical institutes.
6- Focus on national projects targeting low-income demographics (social housing project in Egypt) through 
with the following:
    A- Setting standards and priorities for eligible citizens, and creating new initiatives in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Finance to establish new integrated urban communities comprising housing, schools, 
hospitals and recreational areas.
    B. Give due attention to marginalized groups, supporting beneficiaries, and pursuing sustainable 
financing, which requires the establishment of Egyptian companies to restore and maintain real estate 
finance.
    C- Cooperate with the governmental entities specialized in statistics & analysis to reach the actual number 
of people in need of housing units, their social state and study the challenges they face and how to deal 
with them.
7- The Ministry of Housing to adopt the initiative of the “Cooperative Housing” program, as it is the case 
with the Saudi Ministry of Housing, which aims at:
    A- Reaching an effective and efficient housing cooperative sector by establishing, developing and 
         empowering housing cooperatives to activate their role in reaching affordable housing solutions.
    B- Launching the project “Foundation and development of housing cooperatives”, which aims primarily 
         at establishing a business incubator for housing cooperatives and raising their efficiency.
    C-The General Directorate of Development and Volunteer Work in the Development Housing sector of 
       the Ministry of Housing of Saudi Arabia concluded a joint cooperation agreement with the Council 
       of Cooperative Societies in Saudi Arabia within the framework of the integration of the sectors 
       to manage the project «Foundation and development of housing cooperatives».
    D- The Saudi Ministry of Housing is keen to provide the necessary support (incentives) for the 
establishment
        of cooperative societies in line with the Kingdom’s vision 2030 to achieve a vibrant society and a 
thriving economy.
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The Session was chaired by Dr. Sahar Hafez, Professor of Law at the National Center for Social and Criminal 
Research.
And with the Participation of :
Dr. Suad AbdelRahim (Egypt) Director of the National Center for Social and Criminal Research
Dr. Abdo AlAshry (Egypt) Instructor at National Center for Social and Criminal Researches
Advisor. Gamal Abeeb (Egypt) Vice President of Administrative prosecution & the Legal Advisor for CHC
Dr. Heba Gamal AlDin (Egypt)
The session discussed several issues related to the study of the legal frameworks of sustainable cooperatives 
in light of the international experiences and the legislative protection of cooperative activities (Actual and 
theoretical), as well as the development of cooperative principles in comparative constitutions as well as 
regional and international legislation.
The session highlighted the following:
- The importance of the inclusion of an integrative vision for cooperatives in “the national development 
strategies 2030” in African countries, that links the government to cooperatives and the cooperatives with 
those NGOs that can provide the necessary support to cooperatives.
- Addressing the constraints facing the African cooperative movement through a favorable legislative policy. 
- At the national level, the need to make a legislative amendment in Egypt that includes the provision of the 
jurisdiction of the economic courts - established by Law No. (120) for the year 2008 - in the consideration of 
criminal and civil lawsuits arising from the application of the provisions of Law No. (14) for the year 1981, 
by issuing the Housing Cooperatives Act. 
- Review the provisions of the Housing Cooperation Act No. 14 of 1981, in light of the text of Articles 37, 78 
of the Constitution of the year 2014, to ensure that cooperative initiatives contribute to the coordination 
of the implementation of the Sustainable Development Strategy (Vision Egypt 2030), national plans for 
housing and construction, and national programs for urban development and activation, all together.
- The importance of integrating the efforts of public and private enterprises with cooperatives to enhance 
added value and diversification in the work of cooperatives, and their technical and quality control support 
in the production of goods and services to improve the competitiveness of their products.
- Joint collaborative projects and partnerships with other cooperative societies and actors to access 
opportunities available locally and globally.

2. «Legislation and sustainable development of cooperatives»:
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 The Session was chaired by Prof. Engy ALBermegly Professor of Urban Planning , Department of  
Architure , Faculaty of Enginering , Cairo University With the participation of
Dr. Catebroa Augustin (Ronda) President of the African Agricultural Cooperative Alliance
Dr. Ahmed AbdelWahab (Egypt) Emeritus Professor of Agricultural Economics at the National Planning 
Institute & Advisor at the Agricultural Food Organization,The Uinted Nation and the Arab Organization
for Agricultural Development
Dr. Ayman Betshah (Egypt) Head of the non-traditional water resources research department at the 
Research Institute for Climate Change & its Enviromental Effects
The session highlighted the following:
- The diversity of the scope cooperatives scales, varying between productive cooperatives, producing 
goods or providing services for sale in the market aiming to generate profit and others providing service 
to their members. 
- The importance of the role of the State and the government in policymaking and identifying the strategic 
direction for cooperative development, creating legislations and enactment of laws and rules for the 
governance and management of sustainable cooperatives.
- The need to adopt policies in Egypt aimed at meeting the challenges of limited arable land, scarcity of 
water resources and rapid population growth through cooperation with African countries.
- Activating the role of cooperation between Egyptian and African agricultural cooperatives (including 
agriculture, water resources and fisheries), which requires action through an appropriate organizational 
structure; in which the Egyptian government has shown support to the establishment of this African 
cooperative structure and has begun to take legal measures to that end it and to invite the institutions of 
African countries to meet in Egypt for its adoption.
- The importance of achieving water sustainability to promote rural development in Egypt, as rural 
development is the most important national sustainable development.
- The importance of monitoring climatic change related to rain and tidal phenomena of the seas and 
being equipped to face floods that occur especially in the coastal provinces (Damietta- Alexandria) and 
prepare the necessary relevant fenders.
- Try to re-utilize the water of ablution and face washing and recollecting it to irrigate crops.
- Equipping the lands with the necessary equipment to collect flood water and rain to be utilized in 
irrigation if water is scarce.

3- Cooperative management governance:
“Bridging the gap between the community segments”
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The Session was chaired by Dr. Fahema Alshahed Acting Head of the Department of Architecture and 
Design at the High Valley Institute of Engineering & Technology
with the participation of : 
Mr. Abdallah Mohamed AlNawawi (Egypt)-The General Authority for Construction &Housing Cooperatives
Mr. Weal Mabrouk (Egypt) Financial Accountant-The General Authority for Construction &Housing 
Cooperatives
Ms. Nehal AlAzhry (Egypt) - Third Financial Accountant The General Authority for Construction &Housing 
Cooperatives
The session highlighted the following:
- The importance of adopting social programs with the aim of achieving protection and social welfare for 
the less privileged groups, in order to cope with the effects of high rates of population growth, poverty 
and malnutrition, while also paying attention to people with special needs.
- The need for citizens to also play an important role in this area, which requires the implementation of 
programs to raise citizens› awareness of the importance of the effects of climate change on urbanization 
and population. Also, by providing advanced infrastructure, especially in the areas of roads networks and 
building sustainable cities and urban communities, in such a way as to raise communication rates, the 
liking of different cities and enhancing their inclusiveness, in partnership with international development 
institutions, civil society and the private sector.
-The state›s contribution to cooperatives efforts to reach an integrated and sustainable urban residential, 
agricultural, productive environment; through multiple projects in different areas, that help support 
future investments creating sustainable communities, where these communities include networks of 
extended services and platforms of integrated jobs. 
-The State allocation of parts of the general budget to enter into partnership with the private sector in 
economic and low-income housing projects, with oversight and supervision of the government to ensure 
that housing policy objectives are met.
-The cooperative ideology being a main partner of success for the government efforts, in addition to 
cooperative’s big role towards achieving social justice, especially for the middle class, so that the more 
cooperatives increase social justice in society the greater the chances of sustainability and quality of life 
would be.

4- «The Vision of Young Researchers»:
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The Session was chaired by Prof. Hany Serag AlDin Professor of Architectural Desgin and Housing at the 
National Housing Research Center With the Participation of : 
Eng. Maha Altaweel (Egypt) Branches Follow-Up Director by CHC
Dr. Eman Ali (Sudan) Professor of Sociology and Dean of the College of Urban Science AlZaeem AlAzhari 
University 
Dr. Ahmed Ramadan (Egypt) Director of Quality Sector at Egypation Steel Group
The session stressed on the need for community participation in all stages of cooperative housing projects 
as a means of reaching sustainability and the integration of communities (Design for everyone: elderly, 
infants, youth and those in need), as well as the integration of the international and local expertise.The 
session highlighted the following:
- The effective role of community participation in making the right decisions in planning priorities for 
different groups, implementing plans and housing projects, providing of public housing, developing 
public areas and setting the proper environment. 
- Focusing on allocating part of the state budget to the housing sector as a fundamental right of citizens 
besides education and health.
- Creating awareness campaigns and training sessions to define the meaning of localized and ecofriendly 
housing systems for people living in the rural and slum areas.
- Transforming the overall vision into specific objectives, policies and time lined plans and programs for 
cooperatives engaged into cooperative activities, with monitoring and performance evaluating at all 
stages to adapt the plans for better results.
- Putting plans and time programs into practice, so that the policies and procedures facilitate having 
access to sustainable housing; starting with the community participation until the delivery of sustainable 
cooperative units to those eligible.
-  Find the best ways to use resources efficiently such as:
    * Manpower: Get the training needed to keep pace with development.
     * Capital: Maintain and use of the capital without any waste in order to ensure that citizens have access 
to housing at the lowest cost and with payment facilities.
     * Information: integrated study starting with the individual and the society, reaching the best required 
results (achieving goals).  

5. «Sustainable cooperatives and community participation»:
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Under This Heading 2 Session Were chaired by Prof. Ahmed AlShreif Professor of Architecture and Head 
of the Department of Architure at the American University  & Prof.Azza Serry Professor of Urban Planning 
National Center for Housing & Building Research & Eng. Hany AlMeniawy A Consltant Engineer
With the Participation of:
Mr. Mohamed Ali Bin Hassan (Malasyia) Vice President of Engaxa
Dr. Shaimaa AlSayed (Egypt) Assistant Lecturer Department of Architectural Engineering 
AlNahda University Beni Suef
Ms. Mary Ngoki (Kenya) Assistant Lecturer Department of Cooperatives and Agricultural Business 
Administration kenya Cooperative University 
Mr.Shardik Matinde (Zimbabwe) Member of the Institute for new Economic Thinking YSI
Dr. Oweny Elizabeth ( Nigeria) Representative of the multi Purpose Cooperative Comapny
Eng. Francis Camendi (Kenya) President of the Union for Cooperative Housing
Mr. Steven Agola (Kenya) Executive Director of Employment at the Alliance Cooperation Kenya
Mr. Mohamed AlFateh AlEtabi (Holand) Cooperatives and Sustainable Development Advisor
Various local and international visions and experiences were shared regarding the cooperative movement in 
various fields and different countries, showing their role in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals.
Both sessions highlighted the following:
- The importance of anchoring the cooperative principles in youth in order to ensure the continuation of 
cooperatives for life by simulating the Malaysian experience «Cooperative Schools» and the importance of 
their role in educating students about cooperative beliefs and carrying out numerous cooperative activities 
within schools, including the establishment of a mini bank within these schools for students, saving and so 
dealing with the official bank in this area.
- Redistributing commercial areas and creating longitudinal axes and vertical angles so as to give flexible 
distribution of services and to facilitate the region growth.
- Reliance on sustainable irrigation and waste recycling.
- Spreading environmental awareness across the population, and across the city.
- Develop a comprehensive framework for the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals to 
strengthen partnerships between stakeholders, including cooperative members on the local level in each 
country, as well as on the regional and global levels.
- The importance of finding financial solutions for cooperatives on both local and international levels, such as 
aids, concessional loans, and partnerships.
- The importance the cooperative role of women in achieving sustainable development goals, especially in 
supporting women in housing and work rights and opportunities, equally to men and trying to copy the 
model carried out in Ogun state in Nigeria into other states and the rest of African countries; where the state 
has focused on women by increasing their participation in the cooperative societies and in the management 
of cooperatives through their board members.
- Work on finding ways to resolve disputes within cooperatives to be efficiently more productive and cost 
efficient, since disputes have proven to have a significant negative impact on the development and finances 
of the projects, where it causes projects to be halted and increase their costs.

6. International Cooperative Experiences:
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 The meeting, chaired by Dr. Chiyoge B. Sifa,
Secretary-General of the International Cooperative Alliance in Africa, 
 stated that the role of governments supporting cooperatives in Africa is a bit controversial; as some 
believe that governments do not play a role in this regard, and others believe that their role is major in 
assisting and supporting cooperatives – vision of the International Cooperative Alliance in Africa – reflected 
in its call to organize the Ministerial Conference with the participation of a number of regional offices and 
including ministers engaged in cooperatives to go through topics related to the development of the role of 
cooperatives in Asia, Asia-Pacific Region and Africa.

 Emphasizing the need to support dialogue and understanding between governments and cooperative 
entities, as both sides work on the economic development and the social advancement of their countries. 
Therefore, we must work hand in hand to ensure that the world is a better place to live in.

 The session was held with the participation of Dr. Eng. Hossam El Din Rizk, Chairman of the General 
Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives and Chairman of the Conference in its third edition.

The First Combined Session

7. The first group session:
Role of the government in supporting cooperatives
Case study (Africa)
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The organizational structure of the Authority has been developed through its branches, which cover 
most of the republic and aims to maximize the role of the cooperative housing system in solving the 
housing problem in Egypt through the following work axes:

Dr. Eng. Hossam El Din Rizk
Chairman of the Board of Directors of the General 
Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives 
- President of the Conference:

“The Egyptian experience in the field of cooperative housing 
and the role of the General Authority for Construction and 
Housing Cooperatives as a government authority in supporting 
cooperatives.”

The General Authority for Construction and Housing 
Cooperatives is an economic body that manages its mechanisms 
and self-manages its resources without burdening the State.
As a result of the Authority’s provision of technical, financial, 
and administrative support to housing associations in Egypt, 
the number of cooperative associations increased from 2,126 
to 3,321 during the past five years.
The total number of units implemented by the Cooperative 
Housing Sector in Egypt reached 1 million and two hundred 
thousand housing units, which supports the possibility of 
achieving the number of units targeted to be completed 
before the end of 2023.
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The Authority is also working on continuously increasing the value of the cooperative loan with easy interest 
and long-term repayment facilities from 30-40 years.
This is in addition to the achievements in the field of cooperative loans, which amounted to the lending of 
about 420,000 housing units at approximately 6 billion pounds at varying prices according to the time of 
grant. 
The Authority adopted the idea of establishing cooperative housing projects investment through the 
implementation of industrial and commercial projects, in parallel with cooperative housing projects to 
achieve a cooperative society with contemporary and modern designs that keep pace with the development 
of housing models and units according to the needs of the Egyptian society.
As a model, the Authority has established a service housing complex in Port Said city and in the city of 
6th of October and the cooperative residential crafts and service complex in the city of Ferhash, as well as 
the integrated development center in Atfih and what it represents as a great addition to the progress of 
sustainable development in Egypt.
These achievements were accomplished through the joining of cooperative housing associations with the 
Central Housing Cooperative Union to achieve the five main axis for the General Authority for Construction 
and Housing Cooperative, resulting in projects that secure at the same time: jobs, services and housing in 
the same location; as well as establishing regional development communities with an industrial component 
to raise the efficiency of these areas in a comprehensive developmental manner, and finally interact with 
international experience and expertise to draw lessons learned.
 He concluded his speech stressing on the need to exchange local, regional and international expertise to 
develop the cooperative system in Egypt and around the world.

The First Combined Session

The Distribution of Housing Units Constructed or Supervised by The General Authority
of Cooperative Housing in Egypt

Sinai
15.600 unit

Canal 
Provinces

128.746 unit

Cairo
417.512 unit

Giza
82.134 unitUpper Egypt

223.372 unit

Lower Egypt
221.703 unit

Alexandria
102.965 unit

Marsa Matrouh
2.482 unit
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Dr. Mohamadou Labarang

 Also showcased Cameroon’s experience in 
the field of cooperatives,

 Where he highlighted that the cooperatives’ 
ideas related to solidarity and integration are the 
basis of societies in African communities. Yet, the 
cooperative concept is more mature in the English-
speaking areas of the African continent, than it is 
in the French-speaking areas.

 The direction towards implementing the 
cooperative concept in Cameroon began in 1947 
informally, but after its independence between the 
year 1960 and 1961, the government supported 
this direction, which called for communities to be 
self-sufficient and to work on the development of 
their activities and resources.

 He stressed that cooperatives were the 
best solution to bringing together groups facing 
common problems and working on finding ways 
to cooperate to solve them as well as creating 
partnerships with banks and loan institutions. 

 He praised the achievements reached 
in Egypt, as Egyptian cooperatives do not only 
cover agricultural and trade, but extends to 
housing; with an essential emphasized role in 
the development of the country. 

 He recommended that this conference 
should benefit from Egypts experience and that 
successful cooperative models in Egypt should be 
publicized.
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Mr. Stephen Agola

 Presented the start of the cooperative movement in 
Kenya dating back in the year 1908 and it wasn’t until the 
year 1932 that the first cooperative was organized under 
the auspices of the official regime; today the number of 
cooperatives organizations in Kenya exceeded 40,000.

 He highlighted that the cooperatives are part of the 
composition of the Kenyan community in particular and the 
African communities in general; which enables the country 
to be a player in the development process by raising the 
efficiency in the service sector as well as promoting the local 
social responsibility.

 He also reviewed the role of the government in 
supporting the cooperatives and implementing a structural 
reform program that directed the cooperatives to better 
organize their own resources and to be self-sufficient to 
minimize burdening the state through the following:

He then reviewed the role that plays the Cooperative University in Kenya in spreading different cooperative 
experiences in order to support collaborative thinking, advance the agenda of cooperatives for the better, 
and achieve sustainable development goals such as reducing poverty, improving the standard of living and 
providing a decent life for people.

Establishment of the Cooperative Union in the year 1964 

Establishment of the Kenya Cooperative Alliance 

Establishment of the Kenya Co-operative Bank 

Establishment of the cooperative insurance company

Establishment of the Kenya Cooperative Federation 

Establishment of the Cooperative University in Kenya

Publishing the structures defining the cooperative sector

Establishment of the regulatory body for cooperatives
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Dr. Katabarwa Augustine

  Presented the experience of Rwanda and how the 
Government of Rwanda was able to develop cooperatives 
and highlight its leading role in Africa.

 He highlighted the measures taken by the government 
to support the cooperative system and rehabilitate the 
community and maximize the role of cooperatives through:
Adapting the cooperative principles in all fields and activities 
The workshop organized by the government in the year 
2005 with the purpose of studying to increase cooperatives 
contribution.

 The amendment in the year 2017 to law created in 1988 
regulating the work frame for cooperatives.

 The formation of the Cooperative Federation in Rwanda 
in the year 2010 to cover all areas (agriculture, transportation, 
housing, loans, cooperative credits and savings).

 The government has supported these cooperatives through education, financing, training and also 
through establishing the infrastructure for the agriculture and the roads network as well as the electricity 
grids to support the industrial sector. 

 He also highlighted the cooperatives major role in the development of the country, in spreading 
peace and in strengthening the economy, not only for cooperatives in Rwanda, but the government has also 
contributed in supporting the cooperatives throughout the continent.
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Dr. Sifa – presiding over the session 

 Concluded after the open discussion with the 
following recommendations:

1. The importance to learn from the leading Egyptian 
experience in the field of cooperative housing, as well 
as simulating the successful cooperative models in Egypt, 
especially in the field of cooperative housing. 

2. The importance to exchange regional and international 
technical and practical experiences in order to develop the 
cooperative system in Egypt and in the world. 

3. The importance of cooperation and coordination between 
the governments and the cooperative movements to 
activate the role of cooperatives in all fields.

4. The importance of enacting the necessary legislations and 
laws to empower the cooperatives and maximize their 
role.

5. The readiness of Egypt to conduct training courses for 
West African countries.

6. The Supporting role of cooperatives in the establishment of the African Common Market. 
7. Finding solutions to the problems facing the African continent and how to link the continent to the rest 

of the world.
8. The establishment of an African Cooperative Housing Organization with its headquarters in Egypt.
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 Chairman of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives, Dr Hossam Rizk
 Chairman of the Central Cooperative Union for Housing, Ing. Adel Noshi
 President of ACI-Africa, Mr. Japheth Magomere
 President of Cooperative Housing International, Mr. Anders Lago
 
  I would like, first of all, to congratulate you for the realization of this Conference.
  For having given us the possibility of sharing visions, proposals and concerns that help us consolidate housing 
cooperativism here and in the rest of the World.

 Personally, I leave with many more lessons, many more expectations and much more confidence than when I arrived 
here.

 I have been able to transfer to you the proposal we have in the International Cooperative Alliance to build a sustainable 
habitat, by the hand of each of our member organizations and all those who bet on cooperativism as a model of housing 
construction.

  But, more importantly, I have been able to listen to you and dialogue with many of you, which nourishes me with 
valuable information to be able to follow closely what happens in each territory.

 A few weeks ago I fulfilled half of my mandate as president of the ICA and I must say that, although it means a great 
personal effort, the most rewarding thing is to have been in more than 40 countries, speaking face to face with hundreds of 
cooperatives who all Days put into practice this doctrine that we love and defend so much.

Dr.  Ariel Guarco (Argentina)
president of ICA
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 Not only with them, also with government representatives, with researchers, with hundreds of social referents who are 
betting day by day on a cooperative economy for their people, their city, their country and their region.

 I always say that the International Cooperative Alliance is the home of all cooperatives.
 It is the space that can house the more than one billion members of cooperatives in the world.

 All these projects that we have known and that we have shared these days are pillars to continue building our cooperative 
house.

  But, as I said at the opening of this Conference, we should not be content with that.
  The other house, the true common house of all, is our planet Earth, and it is the one at stake.
  That is why it is urgent that we advance in the integration of our projects, that we strengthen the links between the 
different cooperative initiatives that are dispersed in every corner of the World.

  Colleague Anders showed us some of the valuable experiences in the field of housing.
 He is doing a great job at the helm of Cooperative Housing International, one of the sectors of the ICA, to add more and more 
efforts and commitments towards the fulfillment of SDG number 11, the one that talks about sustainable cities and communities.

  All our International Cooperative Alliance is strongly committed to the 2030 Agenda.
  I welcome the steps that have been taken here to deepen this commitment.

  Not only in regard to housing. It has become clear that along with this a series of factors are developed that have also 
been and should continue to be the subject of debate when referring to sustainable habitat.

  The provision and management of public services, health services, education and training, the issue of financing, the 
regulatory framework and the role of governments, among other matters, must remain part of the agenda when addressing the 
housing problem.

  And in all these issues there is a cooperative look.
  That look that puts the focus on community participation to solve problems.

 That look that helps us to see better the way out of many of the challenges facing humanity today, and that we are facing 
on a global scale together with other organizations such as the ILO, FAO, IFAD and the United Nations.

 Again, I am celebrating this Conference, I am very grateful that you have invited me to share these days with you and 
I encourage you to continueforward in the joint construction of a world where no one is missing the roof and where we can all 
participate in the construction of a sustainable habitat.

 That world for which we have been cooperative for 175 years.
 That world for which we will continue working together.
 
 Thank you.
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 Distinguished guest,
 All protocols observed
 Ladies and gentlemen;
 Good Evening.

 You all agree with me that in both developed and developing countries, there are things that need to be done in a 
communal way for the world to prosper.

 It has indeed been an exciting 3 days of learning, networking, making commitments and sharing best cases on how 
cooperative societies are a key partner, to the attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

 Ladies and Gentlemen: The cooperative model exists in almost every field of human activity, including but not limited 
to, housing, finance, agriculture and food industries, insurance, health care, wholesale and retail trade. Cooperative societies 
are conscious of the need for environmental protection. Given their people-centred business models, cooperative societies 
are owned and operated by their members and are strongly Governments have the onus to create enabling environment for 
the cooperative business model to thrive through enactment of appropriate policies and legislations. 

 Currently, the greatest challenges facing the world and more in particular Africa, are related to governance, poor 
management and the environment. There are also the issues of conflict, corruption, rapid population growth, poor education, 
low literacy rate and an unequal distribution of resources. Cooperatives have a positive role to play in addressing these 
challenges. Drawing from our Africa Cooperative Development Strategy 2017-2020 theme of ‘Inclusive growth’, we believe it 
is critical for people to be involved, without leaving anyone behind in development. 

Mr. Japheth Magomere (Kenya) 
President of ICA-Afric
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 Distinguished guests: Allow me to note that, though progress toward ameliorating structural violence remains frustratingly 
slow, massive opportunities exist for the private sector such as Cooperatives to exploit. Seizing such opportunities would help 
many climb the income ladder towards greater prosperity. Am indeed encouraged by what our housing cooperatives here in 
Egypt have done. I’m marveled by the exploits that have included the tourist resorts on the Mediterranean Sea Coast.

 Africa’s population is young, fast growing, and increasingly urbanized, with rapid technology adoption making the 
continent fertile for innovation. Critical innovations in housing cooperatives will not only act as a catalyst to attract the bulging 
population of our youth but at the same time create employment opportunities for them. Economic dynamism in our cooperatives, 
will aid in generating business opportunities in other sectors such as infrastructure, health, financial services, and other areas 
of development. 

 Our ability to forestall and/or manage possible conflicts through Alternative Dispute Resolution will strengthen our 
societies thereby increasing member equity in their societies.

 In conclusion, I wish to encourage you to remain focused and we look forward to continuing conversations in the days, 
weeks and months ahead for the betterment of the cooperative movement in Africa and the world. 

 With those few remarks I wish you all safe travels, and we look forward to seeing you in the future.

 Thank you.
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 We have learned a lot over the past three days, and we have formed good relationships that will strengthen the 
network of cooperatives worldwide.

 Together we have a stronger voice and during these forums where we meet, we realize that we are not alone and 
we have peers all over the world facing same challenges; where we should work together to overcome through exchanging 
experiences and knowledge in order to improve our outcome, especially with the global challenges we face.
Especially in providing decent sustainable housing for millions of people who are in need of one.

 It is very impressive to meet all those working behind the scenes and caring out all these efforts. I thank you for giving 
us this opportunity to share our experiences and knowledge, and I would like to specially thank Dr. Eng. Hossam El Din Rizk, 
chairman of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives.

Ms. Julie LaPalme (Canada)
Secretary-General of International Housing         
Cooperatives
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Word of Eng. Adel Noshi

 It is a fact that no country can succeed without the 
cooperation between its civil organizations and its government, 
and in Egypt there is an integration and cooperation between 
the government, the housing cooperative union and the 
cooperatives.

Eng. Adel Noshi 
Chairman of the central Cooperative Union for 
Housing 

 Therefore, the system works through well-established rules as we have a law for cooperative housing cooperation since the year 
1981 with the introduction of the necessary amendments throughout time; in addition to the fact that the Egyptian Constitution encloses an 
explicit clause protecting the cooperative properties and therefore cooperative associations are protected working in accordance with these 
laws and rules and I will be sharing the process of land acquisition:
- First: the cooperative purchases the land from the state, benefiting from (25% - 50%) cost reduction.
- Second: The Cooperative Authority purchases the land from the Urban Communities Authority as one plot of land and 
    redivides it, plans it and redistributes the parcels to cooperatives; in addition to the implementation of the main facilities 
    networks, as it is the case in the New Cairo area and the 6th of October City.
- Third:The Cooperative Authority creates projects including cooperative and investment mix, such as The Port Said
     Cooperative project, which is given at a reduced cost to the cooperatives, benefitting from the profit of selling the investment 
    part of the project.
- Fourth:Some cooperatives buy lands from the government and allocate part of any project as investment housing, sold at 
    a higher return on sale used to reduce the price of the coop housing units in the project.
 In Egypt, the Cooperative Union represents the people›s control, whereby it operates as the parliament monitoring cooperatives 
to ensure achieving tangible success at the same time helps eliminate corruption, as both parties: The Union as a popular body and The 
General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives as a government agency seek to eliminate corruption.
 The state is responsible for the mobilization of its governmental services (ministries, government institutions, etc.) to the new cities 
following the highest up-to-date standards – to create an attraction element for the new cities for more residents (as an example the New 
Administrative Capital) to assist in the expansion plan away from the current capital. The main source of finance necessary for construction 
is generated through good marketing and sales of these lands.
 In fact, I have gently benefited from the discussions we had and the experiences exchanged; as we are currently studying the 
creation of a Cooperative Finance Bank. 
 The base for any cooperatives activity is having clear rules and laws without which conflicts arise and differences
aggravate; and as long as the government and the people are working hand in hand, we will all reach great results.
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 Dr. Ariel Guarico, President of the International Cooperative Alliance,
 Mr. Japheth Magomere, President of the African Cooperative Alliance,
 Guests of the Conference,
 leaders of the cooperatives from all over the world,
 professors, researchers and decision makers; 
 
 Dear brother General Eng. Adel Noshy, President of the Central Housing Cooperative Union;
Esteemed Responsible Partners - Leaders of the Cooperatives in Egypt; 
General Union of Cooperatives, Cooperative Unions, Central Housing Co-operative Union, Federal Associations; Associations 
from all Egypt’s Governorates;
  It is with great pleasure, today, at the closing session of the Third International Conference for Cooperative Housing, 
with the participation of representatives from more than 42 different countries and international organizations, to see this hope 
renewed in the eyes of delegates and this confidence born in their hearts that tomorrow is bringing the best for international 
cooperatives.
 I have to emphasize the good communication between all of us…sharing the same interests, same ideas and same 
visions…where the real gain from this outstanding gathering is to be aware of all challenges faced by our fellow cooperatives 
all around the world. 
 I would like to thank the Prime Minister Prof. Dr. Mustafa Madbouly and His Excellency Prof. Dr. Assem El Gazzar, 
Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities for their generous support for this conference. 
 I would also like to thank leaders of the international cooperative movement:
- Dr. Ariel Guarico, President of the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA)
- Mr. Japheth Magomere President of ICA-Africa
- Mr. Anders Lago, President of International Cooperative Housing (CHI)
for being with us and for their participation in the activities of this important international conference.

Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk
Chairman of CHC & Conference President
The Egyptian Arabic Republic
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 I would also like to thank all the ministries and parties who cooperated with us to achieve success for this, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Health and Population, Cairo Governorate, Conference 
Organizing Committee, Conference Scientific Committee, the official sponsor of the conference, the public relations company 
handling the conference, press and media members, management of the Hilton Heliopolis hotel and all its employees.
 I would also like to thank the partners of responsibility and success; The colleagues of the Central Housing Cooperative 
Union headed by the dear brother Gen. Eng. Adel Noshy.
 I would also like to thank the federal associations and the main associations for the honorable presentations and the 
high presence and participation in both the conference sessions and in the exhibition booths during the conference.
 I would also like to highlight the outstanding efforts and performance of my colleagues and family members of the 
Egyptian General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives to write a new history of the Authority filled with pride 
and aptitude, as I will be having, as we are used to, another meeting in the ICHA where I will be thanking each and everyone 
of you for his participation and input in this great success.
 In the end, I ask all of the conference guests and all of Egypt’s guests to accept my sincere gratitude and appreciation 
for their presence with us in Cairo and for bearing the hardship of travel as well as for their enrichment of the meetings and 
discussions that enlarged our knowledge of the different cooperative experiences in different continents and for their fruitful 
interactions…as we are One Family, with One Goal…

 Wishing everyone success and travelling home safe and to meet again soon in Cairo.
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In Reference to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030), which defined the main 
framework for achieving 17 goals covering political, social, economic and environmental development goals 
aiming to improve the quality of life for individuals, to spread peace and justice within societies; the third 
International Conference on Cooperative Housing (ICCH’19) was held in Cairo with the main theme of «The 
role of cooperative housing in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals 2030» towards sustainable 
cooperatives, with the participation of more than 40 countries from all of the world’s continents and under 
the auspices of His Excellency Prof. Dr. Mostafa Madbouly, Prime Minister and Prof. Dr. El Gazzar, Minister of 
Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities.

The conference reviewed the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs 2030) to highlight the 
importance of the role of cooperatives in implementing these goals through their successful international 
model of social economy, and through the cooperative methodology of life fundamentally linked with the 
sustainable development; where preserving the environmental and protecting the rights of future generations 
is one of the main pillars of all cooperative activities in all countries of the world.

Through the conference sessions, some innovative solutions and effective mechanisms were presented to be 
able to face current and future challenges in various issues related to cooperatives in order to achieve the 
sustainable development goals and many leading experiences and cooperative examples, locally, regionally 
and internationally in various fields were shared through the scientific sessions and the discussion sessions in 
order to reach better cooperative approaches, resulting the following recommendations:
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• Egypt is welcoming to host the headquarters of the African Organization 
for Cooperative Housing.
• Start drafting immediately a plan to share the Egyptian expertise in the 
field of cooperative housing with all its Arab and African colleagues in the 
field of capacity building as well as in the legal and technical fields.
• Organize a meeting for the Alliance as soon as possible to discuss 
establishing a mechanism against slums through the efforts of housing 
cooperatives. 
• Implement new mechanisms in the field of training, sharing expertise, 
strengthening the bonds between governments and cooperative bodies, 
harmonizing their roles, resulting in maximizing the role of cooperatives in 
achieving sustainable development goals. 
• Applying sustainable goals in the human resources sectors by integrating 
the youth and the women.
• Spread the awareness of the importance of cooperatives around the 
world through several methods including its inclusion in the educational 
curriculum, especially for the primary phase in schools.
• Study and document successful international cooperative examples 
through developing a database allowing cooperatives around the world to 
access and benefit from these experiences.
• Use new and renewable energy in cooperative projects especially with 
the increase of the number of investments spent in these projects and their 

First: General recommendations

spread locally, regionally and internationally aiming to achieve sustainable development in the field of 
energy.
• Provide cooperative projects residents high livable standards integrated with community awareness to 
achieve urban development and more sustainable management of the land, water and facilities resulting in 
reaching sustainable development.
• Adopt a comprehensive and integrated methodology for environmental, social, and economic aspects 
related to green architecture, by adopting green agendas that focus on human health, living standards and 
poverty reduction, all within the framework of the sustainable development goals.
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(a) In the area of policies and legislation:
• Emphasizing the importance of the state’s role as a key partner of success for the cooperatives 
by adopting programs and policies that spread their concept while empowering cooperatives 
being non-governmental entities resulting in widening the people’s participation in 
implementing economic and social development plans for their societies.
• Draw legal and regulatory frameworks enabling cooperative activities to achieve their 
development role and goals.
• Draft new legislations that strengthen the role of cooperative activities in the new vision for 
the highly dense rural areas.
• Create new sets of economic and legislative incentives to direct cooperative activities towards 
the targeted urban development hubs away from the old urban areas.
• Update continuously the articles of laws governing the work of cooperatives in accordance 
with the economic, social and environmental changes.
• Include the maximum number of cooperatives in the International Cooperative Alliance to 
enable them to participate in regional and international cooperative policymaking.

Thematic Recommendations
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• Engage cooperatives in all discussions and decisions related to sustainable development and 
include them in the policy-making processes, in addition to raising the community awareness 
of the importance of the cooperative role in reaching the sustainable development goals 
through various media channels.
• Strengthen the cooperation between different types of cooperatives; housing, energy, 
consumers, workers, producers and professionals, as well as with other players such as farmers› 
unions, trade unions, employers› organizations, local authorities, and NGOs.
• Integrate different cooperative activities by strengthening partnerships between different 
types of cooperatives such as consumer cooperatives, productive and agricultural cooperatives 
and fishing cooperatives in the urban projects currently being developed by the housing 
cooperative.
• The importance of integrating the efforts of public and private sectors with the cooperatives’ 
efforts to: reach common benefits and increase added values in cooperative projects through 
the technical support of the cooperatives to improve their quality control levels in the fields 
of production of goods and delivery of services, helping them increase their competitiveness.
• Encourage the private sector to participate in development process through investing in the 
field of cooperative housing.
• Allowing specialized management companies to manage cooperative residential communities 
benefiting from them to assist the management board regardless of the size of the housing 
community, not to depend on amateur or part-time management of the residents.
• Resolve disputes between different entities and role-holders in cooperatives through specific 
and innovative programs and defined procedures, in addition to equipping cooperatives with 
good training programs to avoid these conflicts happening in the first place.
• Applying successful youth cooperatives experiences.
• Introducing rental to cooperative housing projects especially in areas with low-income 
economic demographics. 
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(b) In the field of financing cooperative activities:

• The call to organize an international conference with the 
participation of cooperatives from Egypt as well as all over the 
world from all sectors, with the goal of applying innovative 
financing methods and mechanisms in light of the international 
experiences of financing in the field of cooperative housing.
• Create programs and partnerships between cooperatives 
and educational institutions aiming to develop cooperative 
entrepreneurs through both education and training opportunities.
• Reform mortgage finance programs and their related rules while 
simplifying the process allowing associations and individuals to 
obtain soft loans with suitable payment plans.
• Highlight the government’s role in strengthening the 
cooperatives; as it is the case in the Egyptian constitution and 
the cooperative legislations, that sets cooperatives as public NGOs 
with the goal of self-dependability in the economic, social, and 
cultural development.
• Increase the housing cooperatives for the lowest-income 
demographics under profession or social umbrellas offering lands 
in new cities at reduced prices so that the price of the housing 
units is affordable.
• Benefit from the international models in financing cooperatives and work on establishing a 
cooperative bank with the target to:
Improving living standards for the lower-income societies
Finance cooperative projects with simplified procedures, comfortable payment plans and low 
interest rates
Find financing tools for cooperatives at levels; local, regional, as well as international being 
aids, soft loans or through partnerships
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(d) In the area of community participation and women›s 
empowerment:
• Emphasize the importance of women›s role in cooperatives to 
achieve sustainable development goals through enrolling women 
in small and medium cooperative projects.
• Join forces of governments, private sector and civil society 
organizations to establish more labor cooperatives aiming to 
increase income in a way that creates social justice.
• Study in depth the social and cultural fabric of communities to 
achieve sustainability for cooperative projects.
• Increase public participation and community awareness as 
their involvement in making environmental related decisions is 
essential; there are several successful examples around the world.
• Cooperate with the Ministry of Environment and other related 
parties on environmental studies for all cooperative projects, as 
well as following up on the projects’ development in order to 
reach the sustainable development goals.  

(c) In the field of sustainable urban community planning, interactive 
architecture and higher quality of life:
• Having better vision for the planning in advancing the needs 
and requirements of the demographic groups in terms of location 
and proximity to transportation networks and the diversity of the 
housing unit›s designs and spaces that ensure to cover all needs of 
cooperative housing beneficiaries.
• Expand the green areas to balance the ecosystem, diversify 
vegetation to maintain a good environmental ratio and connect 
neighborhoods to neighboring urban areas. 
• Improve the ratios of urban density vs public spaces designated 
for social activities as well as consider their proximity.
• Use more green technology, which plays an important role in 
reducing environmental impacts.
• Design housing units according to the basics of sustainability, 
energy consumption and water resources efficiency.
• Adopting the concept of green roofs. 
• Integrate the urban planning of the new cooperative communities, 
the architectural design and the management of energy to reach 
sustainable cooperative communities.
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(e) In the field of raising awareness:

• Spread awareness of the importance of voluntary work in the 
management of the residential communities, while introducing 
the latest means and methods in modern management through 
training the volunteers and monitoring their performance. As the 
residents’ responsibility in managing their residential environment 
is a cornerstone in the sustainability of societies and achieving social 
integration is one of the main pillars of cooperative thinking.
• Spread the basics of cooperatives through education, media & 
training; and make sure the right cooperative concept is clear among 
the public and the administrative staff to rectify the wrong image 
on cooperatives; through assigning the appropriate programs 
to broadcast the cooperative awareness in various audiovisual 
and reading devices, where the role of the civil society is of big 
importance.
• Include teaching cooperatives in the curriculum as a new subject 
through all educational levels up to university, under the name 
of «cooperatives and developmental studies», reflecting a clear 
scientific approach prepared by specialists; as well as following up 
on its content development, spreading educational awareness and 
increasing cooperative researches; in addition to encouraging the establishment of technical 
and agricultural schools where graduates are considered the core for the establishing 
professional cooperatives.

(f) In the field of training:

• Upgrade the government body responsible of the cooperatives with qualified calibers, 
give them the necessary trainings and specify their authorities and responsibilities as well 
as their relation with different sectors. Increase the efficiency of the cooperative calibers as 
they are considered the protectors of the interests of cooperatives and responsible for their 
membership.
• Training and education towards creating new and innovative approaches to social, 
economic, and environmental governance of agricultural cooperatives and the call for new 
and innovative approaches of management.
• The importance of government›s contribution in training cooperative members and 
cooperatives internal supervisors, as well as sending cooperative missions abroad to apply 
the international experience and successful models in their local cooperatives.
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(g) The field of scientific research:

• Draft cooperation protocols between universities, various research entities and administration 
members to reach fully integrated plans for projects compatible with all aspects of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (2030).
• Identify necessary training programs to prepare the right caliber for the cooperative sector, 
where the human element is the main pillar of the cooperative development along with the 
funding.
• Develop a comprehensive national strategy involving all research centers, financial 
institutions, marketing and technology partners to develop plans to design, produce and 
develop the environmentally friendly building materials industry.
 • Support academic cooperative studies in universities, open new scientific sections specialized 
in cooperative education and train graduates locally and internationally.
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Honors & Awards



Dr. Ariel Guarco / President of ICA - Argentina

Dr. Chiyoge Sifa / Regional director of ICA-Africa - Kenya

Mr. Japheth Magomere / President of ICA-Africa - Kenya

Mr. Anders Lago / president of CHI - Sweden



Honoring the Delegations Participating in the Conference

Mr.Datuk Mohamed Ali Bin-Hassan Vice president of ANGKASA 
- Malasiya

Dr.Jieun kim / Researcher at theUrban Research Center for 
Housing and Communities - Korea

Dr.Katabarwa Augustin / Chairman of the Alliance Africa 
Agriculture Cooperative Organization - Ronda

Mr/Ahmed Bin Hakm Bin Mohamed Asseri / Director of the 
Cooperative Housing Departments-Ministry of Housing - Saudi 

Dr.Yeong-Hee Jang / Vice Presedent of the Seoul Institute - 
Korea

Mr.Steven Agola / Executive Director Operations at the Cooperative 

Alliance Kenya

Ms.Dorothy Tindi Sitati / Responsible for Cooperation Education 
and Adaptation for the Program (US-AID) - Kenya

Mrs.Julie Lapalme / Founder And Manager of the Greener CO-OP 

micro grants for the Cooperative housing Federation - Canada 

Mr.Robert Lewis / Head of Legislation Land and Governance Unit

United Kingdom
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Honoring the Delegations Participating in the Conference

Mr.Shadreck Matindike / organizer for the YSI working Group on 

cooperatives

Ms.Mary Njoki Mbugua / Lecturer at the Cooperative University - 

Kenya

Dr.Oyeneye Elizabeth / Lecturer at the Abeokuta Foundation for 

Cooperation  - Nigeria

Mr.Pedro Ortiz / Planning for Coop`s - Spain
Eng.Francis Kamande / Chairman of National (NACHU) - Kenya

Mr.Mohamed El Fatih Abdel Wahab / Consultant Netherlands 

- Holland

Dr.Eman Mohamed Ali / Al-Zaeem Al-Azhari Universty khartom - 

Sudan
Ms.Christina Procopio / University Representative - Portugal

Mr.Abdullah AL-Sabeel / Deputy Director General of the Arab Institute 

for Urban Development of Saudi Arabia
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Honoring the Delegations Participating in the Conference

Ms.Shrine Sebaa / Alkalimat Egypt Company  The Sponsor And Organizer of Conference is GV- Egypt 

-Mr.Shreif Hana , Mrs.Dalia Beshay

Ambassador.Mona Omar / Consultant of the Authority for Diplomatic 

and African Affairs

Mrs.Sahar AbdelMoneim Wahbi / General Director of the Cooperative Society 

for Building and Housing for the Employees of the National Bank of Egypt

Mr.Foly Abu Al-Saud / Head of the Cooperative Society for Building and 

Housing Appointed for Radio and Television Workers in Minya - Egypt
Engineer Adel Nashy / President of the Central Housing 
Cooperative Union of Egypt

Professor.Gamal Ismail Mohamed / President of the Cooperative 
Society for Building Housing for Workers at Kima Aswan  Egypt
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Honoring the Delegations Participating in the Conference

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored by Mrs.Julie Lapalm 
General of International Housing Cooperative

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored by Dr. Aiel Guarko 
President of the International Cooperative Alliance 

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored by Dr.Ariel Guarko 

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored by the Delegation 
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored by Mr. Datuk Muhammad Ali Bin 

Hassan Vice President of the Local Cooperative Movement Bangkasa 

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored Mr.Mashry Bin Fahad AlJawaira Director General of the 

General  Adminstration for Developmenttal and Voluntary Work at the Developmental Housing Agency 

Ministry of Housing Kingdom of Saudi Arabia  

H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Honored the Malaysian 
Delegation 
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THE EXPO

At the end of the conference inaugural session, Dr. Hossam El Din Rizk, and Eng. Khaled Abbas; 
Deputy Minister of Housing for National Projects, on behalf of His Excellency Prof. Dr. Prime 
Minister and Prof. Dr. Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities, in the presence 
of Dr. Ariel Guarco, President of the International Cooperative Alliance, together with the 
rest of delegations, conference guests and esteemed attendees announced the opening of the 
exhibition, held on an area of 1,670 m2, with the participation of 41 exhibitors representing 
some of the conference participating countries and international cooperatives, research 
centers and cooperative housing associations; in addition to specialized companies, banks, 
organizations and institutions; showcasing various distinct local and international projects, 
along with the latest available technologies in the field of construction and building materials 
along with others.
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Exhibitors: -
First: - 
The booth of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives fronted the 
entrance to the exhibition, where it presented a number of distinctive existing projects, 
built in accordance with the various work guidelines of the Authority, including:
Atifeh project
Cooperative development communities with an economic/industrial/agricultural/artisanal 
component) which is a joint venture between the Authority and Green Valley Company.

Port Said project 
(construction of cooperative and investment housing communities).
Ferhash project 
(construction of a cooperative production/residential/artisanal complex).
The authority›s projects in the new cities 
(6th of October - New Cairo - Aswan).

Second: - 
A pavilion to showcase the projects of Green Valley (GV) company, the main sponsor of the 
conference.

Third: -
Affiliates of the Egyptian Ministry of Housing (The Construction and Housing Bank – The 
Central Authority for Development - The Arab Contractors Company – The Development 
Company for Real Estate Finance “El Oula”)  

Fourth: - 
Companies working in the field of development and construction (El Nasr for Castings - 
Egyptian Steel).

Fifth: - 
The pavilion, where the first booth was for (The Saudi Ministry of Housing), followed by 
several booths of international cooperatives, as an example (Sewa Women›s Association of 
India). 
 
Sixth: -
Selected models of distinguished Egyptian housing associations (19 associations)
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The Wing of the General Authority for Construction and Housing Cooperatives
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Exhibition

Joint Projects the General Authority For Construction 
and Housing Cooperatives and GV Company
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Exhibition

The Wing of the Sponsoring Company
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Saudi Ministry of Housing booth
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Exhibition

Entities Affiliated with the Egyptian Ministry of Housing and Companies operating in 
the field of Construction and Building
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Exhibition

Pavilion of an Association of women working in 
professions and Handcrafts SEWA in India
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Exhibition

Selected Models From the Distinguished Egyptian 
Housing Associations
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Events Accompanying 
the Conference
 
 - Delegations Visits 
 - Site Visits
 
 - Touristic Tours 



Delegation Visits



Saudi Delegation
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Honoring Saudi Delegation
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H.E.Dr.Hossam ElDin Mostafa Rizk Chairman of the Board of Directors of the General Authority 
for Construction and Housing Cooperatives Honored the Members of the Saudi Delegation
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The visit of the Saudi Delegation to selected housing projects
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Malaysian Delegation



Honoring Malaysian Delegation



Malaysian Delegation

Honoring Malaysian Delegation
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The visit of the Malaysian Delegation to selected housing projects
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Site Visits
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Parliament Building

The New Administrative Capital

Ministries Building Cabinet of Ministers
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Field Visits

Al-Fattah Al-Alim Mosque

The New Administrative Capital Cathedral
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New Alamain City
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Touristic Visits
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 Visit to the Giza pyramids
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Tours & Entertainment138
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Egyptian Museum
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Testimonial
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Ariel Guarico
President of the International Cooperative Alliance
‘’I am beginning to feel that Egypt is my second country, the interest in cooperatives 
in Africa will result in creating new ways and a new human being capable of 
interacting with cooperative societies in the way the conference aims. 
Africa has a cultural heritage and a cultural legacy that can be beneficially 
exploited.”

Shiji Sifa
Secretary-General of the African Cooperative Alliance
‘’This conference, which aims to support African cooperation, has come out in 
a format exceeding expectations.
There will be no development and growth in Africa without steps for joint 
cooperation.
Joint cooperation in the field of housing in Egypt is one of the most successful 
achievements in the African countries.

Jevith Magomir 
President of the African Cooperative Alliance

‘’This conference of housing is held for our people, and I think Egypt is 
well developed in this regard.
This is very clear through Egypt’s pyramids built 7,000 years ago.’’
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Julie LaPalme
Secretary-General of International Housing Cooperatives

‘’ (Speaking of the New Administrative Capital) I have seen the biggest 
construction project of my life and I think it is a very good opportunity to 
benefit and learn from. ‘’

Datuk Mohammed Ali Hassan
Vice-President of the Local Cooperative Movement of Angkasa

‘’ (Speaking of the New Administrative Capital)
A city very well planned, I must congratulate those who planned it.
(Speaking of the New City of Alamein) This place is no less wonderful 
than other countries I have gone to, like Korea, Japan, the United 
States, Europe, it›s so wonderful and beautiful.’’

Christina Procobio
Representative of Singularity University

“(Speaking of the New Administrative Capital)
Egypt is in a very privileged location close to Asia and Europe 
Moving to the new capital is a great idea, given that Cairo has become 
densely populated.”
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Mohammed al-Fatih
Sustainable Cooperatives Consultant - Director, Oxford Consulting and Training Centre 
‘’Housing is one of the strongest cooperative sectors in Egypt 
Construction and housing cooperatives in Egypt are among the most advanced 
and successful models in Africa 
Spreading cooperative thinking and explaining the cooperative concepts 
through open-discussion platforms is the solution to eliminate cooperative 
ignorance globally, and Egypt has a leading role in this field at the African and 
international level.’’

Sita Amajo
Technical adviser at the Ministry of Planning and Housing of the State of Togo 
“(Speaking of the New Administrative Capital)
Yesterday I visited a gigantesque Coptic church and a gigantesque mosque recently 
constructed, and then I saw the future of Egypt.
I saw Egypt heading towards a bright future.
This type of conference, which brings together all African countries, allows us to share 
experiences and expertise, each side can benefit from each other›s experience and 
information.

Testimonial

Iman Ali
Dean of the Faculty of Urban Development - Al-Azhari University Khartoum

‘’There is still a problem in the field of housing in Sudan and the conference is a 
good opportunity to benefit from the successful Egyptian experience in the field 
of housing and urbanization.

Joseph Marie Mbug 
National President of the Cameron Cooperatives Network for Solidarity and 
Sustainable Development in Africa

“I am glad to be part of this conference, 
Egypt leads African cooperatives and provides assistance to countries starting to 
introduce cooperatives.”
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GV Group (Vision for Tomorrow, Values for all time)
 GV Group is a group of companies specialized in different sectors built its business on circular economy concept, 
utilizing green and sustainable pillars as a driving force strategy across all their businesses.  The Holding Company manages 
a solid portfolio of businesses in diverse sectors including industrial, environmental, logistics and real estate development.  
Building on the concept of vertical and horizontal strategic integration of core businesses, has allowed GV to establish itself as 
a leading contender in various sectors of the market. 

GV Development 
 Established in the current year as a rising real estate developer working across a number of asset classes. Part of GV 
Group, GV developments works to implement sustainable and green solutions in its projects.  
With one of the largest land banks across four governorates, under its development, and an experienced management team, 
GV is well positioned on building an impressive portfolio of best in class residences and commercial solutions across the 
country. Since its establishment, it has launched projects in the North Coast and Cairo with future projects in the pipeline in a 
number of strategic locations across the country. 

Green Wave for Environmental and Industrial Services 
 An environmental and industry leader with over a decade of experience in sustainable development based on the best 
available technologies and comprehensive waste management projects for health care facilities and industries in Egypt. 
With a commitment to provide excellent solutions and customer care back up Green Wave Waste Management Experts develop 
tailor-made and cost-effective and eco-friendly solutions, in compliance with legal requirements on social and environmental 
bases.

Housing & Development Bank (HD Bank)
 Was established as an Egyptian joint stock company in1979. Upon its launch, the key mandate of HD Bank key is to 
finance moderate housing units to Egypt inhabitants together with a leading role in mending the gap between supply & demand 
in the real estate market.               
Since 2003, HD Bank stepped into a new era witnessing its prime strategic plan, aiming to integrate in the market as a   
competitive commercial bank. HD Bank targets to be among the best five performing banks in Egypt, as a full commercial bank 
with core strength in housing real estate.

HD Bank has reached ( 90 ) branches widespread between the lower and upper Egypt depending on the belief of the necessity 
to make it easier and faster for the clients
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                          New Urban Communities Authority

The New Urban Communities Authority was established by Law No. 59 of 1979 with the aim of:

 - Creating new civilized centers that achieve social stability and economic prosperity.
 - Redistribution of population away from the narrow strip of the Nile Valley.
 - Establishing new attractions outside the existing cities and villages.
 - Extending urban axes to the desert and remote areas.
 - To reduce urban encroachment on agricultural lands.

The number of new urban cities is 29 cities, with a total area of about 934 thousand acres, and they are:

 First generation cities: 10th of Ramadan - 15th of May - 6th of October - Sadat - New Burj Al Arab - New Salhia - New Damietta - 
Tourist villages.

 Second generation cities: Badr - El Obour - New Beni Suef - New Minya - Sheikh Zayed - New Cairo - Al Shorouk - North of the 
Gulf of Suez.

 Third generation cities: New Assiut - New Sohag - New Aswan - New Qena - New Fayoum - New Akhmim.
Currently, (5) new urban cities are being constructed.

Residential activity: 174.6 thousand acres.
Industrial activity is 67.4 thousand feddans.
Activity (service + under planning) 178 thousand feddans.

 The authority pursues the best scientific and technological means to create new urban communities capable of competition 

through the gradual transformation of new cities into smart sustainable cities that rely on information and communication technology in 
managing cities and providing services to citizens in a civilized manner that depends on transparency, and aims to separate the service 
provider from its applicant, where It has made great strides in the transformation to electronic and systems, as an expanded electronic 
network linking 24 city agencies to the headquarters of the authority and the ministry has been implemented to exchange information, 
tighten control and continuous follow-up of the level of service performance, and technological centers have been implemented to 
serve citizens in 13 new cities, providing one-stop service To provide more than 100 services to the citizen and issue periodic reports to 
measure the level of service performance.
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                        The Central Agency for Reconstruction

 Was established in 1975 as one of the main pillars of development and construction in the Ministry of Housing, Utilities 
and Urban Communities aiming at studying and proposing development projects all over Egypt.
There are (10) executive agencies subordinated to the Central Agency comprising (25) development territories in different 
governorates, in addition to a training institute including (68) construction training centres in different governorates that provide 
training courses.
The core functions of Central Agency for Reconstruction are as follows:
1. The implementation of important national projects such as “Social and National Housing projects - The Ring Road around 
Greater Cairo -   The Southern Arch of the Regional Ring Road - The International Coastal Road - National Roads Network 
(June 30 axis - Bani Mazar/ Al-Bweiti road – Dayrut/ Al-Farafra road).
2. Establishing rural and urban roads.
3. Providing suitable utilities and infrastructure services.
4. The establishment of integrated new societies in remote and desert areas.
5. Providing assistance for the implementation of engineering solutions to traffic problems in major cities.
6. Historic and Islamic Cairo renovation projects.
7. Providing assistance to ministries and governorates in the implementation of different services.
8. Training the youth on different construction crafts in order to qualify them for the labor market, and also training them 
on driving and maintaining heavy equipment such as (Bulldozers, Loaders…etc.), in addition to giving practical training for 
students of engineering schools and technical institutes.

                       The Arab Contractors Company

 The Arab Contractors Company is considered one of the biggest contracting companies in the Middle East and Africa 
since its establishment in 1955. The AC has sought to develop, bringing together originality and long experience which 
transferred from generation to another. In addition to the development process and using the state of the art construction 
methods and technologies inside Egypt and abroad.
the activities of the Arab Contractors Company are not limited to the building works, bridges, roads, tunnels, airports, water 
and wastewater projects, power plants and dams but extends to the specialized activities such as: the manufacturing and 
installation of structures and metal scaffolds, monuments restoration, irrigation, shipbuilding, electromechanical works,  
engineering consultancy,…etc.
Besides, the concerted efforts of the company workers since the establishment of the High Dam; then the Indoor Hall, 6 
October Bridge, the huge Al Gabl Al Asfar Plant and other mega national projects which executed in the past and the currently 
new projects which is ongoing as the New Administrative Capital, New Al Alamein City, New Mansoura City and Port Said 
Tunnel under the Suez Canal. In addition to these projects, the Arab Contractors Company entered joint ventures with great 
international companies in the projects of Great Cairo Metro, Light Rail Train “LRT”, Monorail and other development projects 
which established for the first time in Egypt in the era of President Abdel Fattah El Sisi.
 The Arab Contractors Company is committed to the state’s directions in exporting the contracting industry abroad. The 
Arab Contractors was the best ambassador for Egypt to Africa and Gulf Countries. Recently, through an Egyptian JV, the AC 
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         Aloula

 Tameer Mortgage Finance – “Aloula” - is the largest mortgage finance Co in Egypt established in 2003 with a published 
capital one billion pounds and with paid-in capital 734 million pounds today, owned by New Urban Communities Authority, The 
Housing & Development bank with more than 52% and others. 
Co, started practicing its activities to meet the needs of Egyptian real estate market in February 2004 in accordance with the 
mortgage finance law No. 148 of 2001 and its executive regulations. Financing the purchase of residential, administrative, 
commercial and coastal units with a percentage of loan to value 80% up to 15 years. The company has also directed all its 
possibilities in terms of restructuring its manpower, reengineering its operational procedure by smoothening and shortening the 
work around by the implementation  of a comprehensive electronic system that cover all process starting from the beginning of 
dealing with the client until the full repayment of the mortgage finance.
 Moreover, the website was enhanced, to accommodate electronic payments services to enable customers to settle their 
dues by using plastic cards. Also a new service was added to the website, allowing the customer to apply on line for a mortgage 
finance as well getting an initial credit approval by filling in the mortgage application on the website. Enhancing the website 
comes from our belief of the country strategy for implementing digital transformation.

      Housing & Building National Research Center (HBRC)

 The Housing and Building  National Research Center was established in 1954. The Building Research Institute was 
affiliated to the Ministry of Housing until 1964. From year  1964 to1971 the research institute was affiliated  to the Ministry 
of Scientific Research.In 1971,the  Housing Research Institute was affiliated  to the Ministry of Housing again. In 2005, a 
Presidential decree declared that   the  Housing & Building National Research Center  is a national research centre  giving it a 
state equivalent to a  university with  its  10 departments equivalent  to institutions. 
HBRC is an independent government research  center  that performs a leading role in enhancing the performance of the building 
,housing and urban development sector in both the local and regional context. This role includes :Development of engineering 
codes of practice and offer of training programs ,Evaluation services including technical consultations, field inspection, quality 
control & laboratory testing, Applied researches, and action planning, Strategic studies for urban development, and conducting 
Studies related to the Egyptian building laws and regulations.
HBRC has 10 scientific institutions  that are responsible for achieving its mission they are :Architecture and Housing Inst. 
,Building  Materials & Quality Control Inst. ,Reinforced Concrete Structures Inst. ,Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering 
Inst.,Steel structures Inst.,Raw materials processing Inst., Sanitary and Environmental Engineering Inst., Building Physics and 
Environment Inst., Construction Engineering & Project Management Inst. And Electromechanical Works Inst.
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                     EGYPTAIR

EGYPTAIR, the flag carrier of Egypt, has taken the lead to be the first airline in the Middle East and Africa and the seventh in the world to join IATA. For 
more than 87 years, EGYPTAIR has been experiencing extraordinary growth and has become a treasured brand. We are thousands of people worldwide 
working together to make your travel experience a wonderful journey. Our passion to fly today remains strong since the establishment in 1932.
Today EGYPTAIR serves a multitude of destinations from Terminal 3 and the new Terminal 2 at Cairo International Airport, where our customers can enjoy 
the exclusive services in Star Alliance renovated Lounges owned and operated by EGYPTAIR.
EGYPTAIR adopts a fleet modernization plan including the addition of up to new 45 aircraft of the latest types including the Boeing Dreamliner 787-9, Airbus 
A320 and Airbus A220 equipped with the latest technologies and comfort facilities.
Due to its location on the crossroads of Africa, Middle East and Europe, EGYPTAIR has proved to play a pivotal role in linking Egypt to Europe the 
Middle East, Africa and Far East with a number of daily and double daily frequencies across EGYPTAIR Dynamic network, in addition to expanding its 
footprint through the codeshare agreements, reaching many destinations whether in South America, North America, Australia, Europe, Africa and the Asian 
continent. 
From this view, EGYPTAIR has inaugurated flights to Kigali, Abidjan and Douala within the last few months and will operate soon to Hangzhou - China 
adding important spots to the network witnessing increasing travel demand. 
On the long haul flights side, EGYPTAIR has inaugurated non-stop flights to Washington onboard its newest fleet of Boeing Dreamliner 787-9 and the 
airline is increasing frequencies to many of its destinations worldwide.
Reaching 1,300 airports in 191 countries is not an easy task to accomplish except with the integrated efforts of 26 member carriers. EGYPTAIR has a key 
role in Star Alliance thanks to its enhanced network in the Middle East and as the northern gateway to Africa. Further, EGYPTAIR is a key player in Star 
Alliance new digital vision aiming to add seamless digital solutions to the customers for a more convenient travel standardized experience worldwide.
Digitally, EGYPTAIR is upgrading its digital channels through developing the services provided through egyptair.com and EGYPTAIR mobile apps with 
more convenient options and wider selections of destinations and travel options

It is the scientific apparatus of the Arab Towns Organization specialized in the fields of studies, training, research, consultations and all
 What would support and achieve the sustainable development goals. The institute was established in 1980 and is a non-governmental organization that 
does not aim
 To profit, its headquarters is in the city of Riyadh, and the Mayor of the Riyadh region shall be the head of the Arab Institute for Urban Development.
The Arab Institute for City Development provides its services to more than 550 cities representing 22 Arab countries who are members of the Arab Towns 
Organization, and the institute has organized more than 250 activities.
Objectives: The institute works in its field of competence to achieve the goals of the organization by achieving the following goals of the institute:
 Raise the level of the Arab city and develop it while preserving its Arab identity, historical characteristics, urban and urban heritage, and highlighting its 
originality and distinctive features
Strengthening ties and strengthening cooperation between Arab cities and between them and between the organization, the Institute, cities and other 
bodies related to its fields of activity.
 Identifying the problems of cities and municipal administrations in them and working to overcome the difficulties and problems that hinder their progress, 
growth and development, by providing scientific, technical and administrative expertise to them or by transferring the activities of the scientific and 
applied institute to the cities themselves in response to an invitation from them when necessary
Conducting studies and research on the Arab city in the economic, social, artistic, architectural, environmental and other fields.
 Providing consultancy services and professional and specialized expertise to Arab cities in the fields of urban planning, housing, municipal services and 
other fields that the institute practices
Preparing capable and qualified personnel to manage cities according to the modern scientific methods and means used in this field.
 Definition in the international field of the Arab city and its management in its present and future in the various stages of its history.
 Collecting necessary information, data, statistics and documents on Arab cities and others in his field of competence.
 Cooperating with Arab, regional and international financing and technical support institutions in order to attract funding and technical support for the 
Institute’s activities.
 Encouraging and assisting cities to improve the conditions of children and youth, especially the marginalized ones, empower women, and alleviate 
urban poverty

Arab Institute for Cities Development
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Egyptian Steel Group
Was founded in 2010, where it swayed in the Steel market in Egypt as one of the largest industrial entities. The Group’s philosophy 
revolves around the secure production and the delivery of highest quality products that meet domestic and international standards, 
through using the most advanced eco-friendly technologies, whilst considering long-term conservation of resources. 
Egyptian Steel Group consists of two main companies; Industrial Investment Company (IIC) for Steel Plants Management and 
National Port Said Steel (NPSS).
As the Steel industry is one of the most important sectors contributing to the economy, the Group believes in its role to support the 
growth of the Egyptian economy and fulfill the continuous demands of the domestic and international markets.
Expansion projects in Egyptian Steel are intended to enhance the Group’s presence in the Steel production market and to provide 
products on international standards.
The Group’s four plants (Alexandria, Al Ain Al Sokhna, Beni Suef and Port Said Plants) are strategically located across Egypt giving 
the company a logistic and competitive advantage in covering the whole country; North, South, East and West. Three plants are 
located close to vital ports on the Mediterranean and the Red Seas; which are considered major outlets for international trade. 
Egyptian Steel Group aims to maintain its prominent position in the market regarding the quality and excellence of the product, 
customer service, enhancing its brand, applying the latest security and safety policies, developing the business model at a high level 
and activating the institutional system. 
Egyptian Steel’s human resources are uniquely selected as the most experienced and qualified meeting the highest workforce 
benchmark. The Group is keen on developing its employees by providing beneficial high-quality training courses in various fields, 
especially Engineers.
Egyptian Steel Group plays a substantial role when it comes to social responsibility as it is actively contributing to the communities 
it is present in as well as all over Egypt. The Group believes in providing a better life for Egyptians, encourages the Egyptian youth 
and highlights their potential, whether in sports, academic or other fields. Egyptian Steel Group’s priority is to support Egypt and its 
economy, whilst showcasing Egypt as an attractive country for foreign investments.

Egyptian General Authority for Tourist Promotion

Republican Decree No. 134 of 1981 was issued to establish the Egyptian General Authority for Tourism Promotion, with the aim of 
working
 To increase the number of tourists to Egypt by making propaganda, opening offices in the country exporting to tourism, and supervising 
campaigns
 Media in that country and directing foreign tourism companies to the best ways to work in Egypt
Perhaps one of the most important
 The objectives of the authority are to raise the growth rates in the international tourism movement to Egypt, to show the true picture of 
Egypt’s civilized past, its modern renaissance and its various components of tourism, and to work on removing the obstacles that hinder 
the growth of the tourism movement in addition to encouraging domestic tourism, increasing tourism awareness and linking citizens with 
their heritage. Whereas the Egyptian General Authority for Tourism Promotion is the body authorized to revitalize the tourism movement 
to Egypt in general, Article Three of the Republican Decree defining the objectives of the Authority stipulates that the Authority has a way 
to achieve
Its direct objectives for the following aspects of activities:
        Establishing a comprehensive calendar of the available tourism potentials in Egypt.
        Develop plans and programs to stimulate tourism.
        Doing all means of tourist attractions to Egypt at home and abroad.
        Providing technical and marketing assistance, cooperation and contributions with companies and establishments in the field of 
tourism promotion
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Models of axes of 
cooperative projects 
in Egypt
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The axis of Establishment of projects
(cooperative / investment) 

Port Said Project:

The General Authority for Construction and Housing 
Cooperatives is establishing a cooperative housing project in 
east Port Said by replacing some of the old buildings with an 
integrated development project.
This project is one of the most important projects that are 
currently being implemented to overcome the housing problem 
in Egypt in general and in Port Said province in specific, 
and this project provides a new way of thinking towards 
cooperatives and achieves the principle of social solidarity by 
providing financial support to cooperative housing units as 
part of the return on the sales of investment units in the same 
project.
The project is divided into two areas: 
1- The first area consists of 26 cooperative towers (12 floors) 
and 4 investment towers (12 floors)
2- The second area consists of 42 cooperative towers (12 floors), 
22 investment towers (12 floors), 4 administrative towers, 1 
multi-level parking building, cultural and commercial center, 
restaurants, cinema and a mosque.

Progress:
* The work progress in the first area is 80% completed and the landscape is in the design process.
* The work progress in the second area is 65% completed for the cooperative towers and 60% completed 
for the commercial and parking buildings so far.
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The Axis of Establishment of urban compounds
 for the cooperative housing in the new cities

 (Provision of land – planning, designing and implementing utilities)

The first phase of cooperative projects lands total area is 2,000 feddans in almost 15 new cities 
nationwide:
 6th of October City, New Cairo, Aswan, Assiut, Minya, 10th of Ramadan City, Damietta, Burj Al Arab, The 
City of Badr, Teba, Sohag, Qena, 15th of May City, Sadat City and Beni Sueif. 

These lands are allocated by the government to the General Authority of Cooperative Housing, which in 
its turn works on their master planning and designs, carries out their infrastructure networks and then 
reallocates the land parcels to housing cooperatives committed to developing them.

These developed projects include residential areas, public service areas and investment service areas, as 
an example: The Pearl project in New Cairo, The Pearl project in the 6th of October City, The pearl project 
in Aswan.
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Pearl project in 6th of 
October City:

Project brief:
The project is located in the area of 
Hadayek October with a total area of 
109.26 feddans.
The total number of buildings is 228 
buildings.
The total number of units is 5,472 
units.

Project progress:

* The main networks infrastructure is 95% completed.
* Some plots of land have been handed to a number of cooperatives.
* The common area is being developed by the Authority to accommodate small cooperatives and non-
cooperative individuals.
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Pearl project in New Cairo
Project brief:
The project total area is 143.3 feddans.
Providing tailored housing models for people with special 
needs
the project has been designed and built accordingly; with some of 
its buildings equipped with the necessary tools and techniques to 
enable service providing for people with special needs and facilitate 
their integration in the community. 
About the measures considered to cater for the special 
needs:
- In the architectural elements:
* Designing ramps at the main entrances of buildings.
* Enlarging the main entrances of the buildings and designing it 
with a waiting area.
- In the voids and spaces of typical floors:
* Equipping bathrooms with sliding doors and rooms with doors that 
open to the outside.

- In the electrical works:
* Designing visual signaling to alert people with hearing disabilities.
* Designing audio signaling to alert people with visual impairment.

- Project progress:
* The first phase of the main infrastructure networks has been completed.
* Some plots of lands have been handed over to cooperatives.
* Housing cooperative projects are 80% completed.
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Pearl project in Aswan 

Project brief:

The project total area is 48 feddans.
The total number of buildings is 96 
bui ld ings.
The total number of units is 2,304 units.

Project progress:

* The main networks infrastructure is 20% 
completed.
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The Axis of Establishment of productive 
cooperative compounds of economic activities 

(crafting, agricultural, etc...)
Ferhash Project - Beheira Governorate

About the project:
The project consists of:
1. Family housing area with a total area of 20,000 m2 
(for family’s residence)
2- Crafts area with a total area of 15,000 m2 
3- Commercial/service area with a total area of 8,000 m2
4- Residential area with a total area of 1,000 m2 (for 
single’s residence)
5. Educational services (industrial school)
The project aims to provide housing and job 
opportunities in production workshops, with the same 
contract, with a cooperative loan of 50,000 Egyptian 
Pounds and at a subsidized interest of 5% over 20 years; 
in addition to other services in the area.

Project Progress:
* The first phase of the project has been launched and the infrastructure networks are being completed.
* The second phase of the project is underway.
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The Axis of Establishment of regional 
development communities of economic 

industrial elements
Atfih project

About the project: 
The creation of a regional industrial and 
professional development community that aims 
to raise the standard of living of the residents of 
the old city of Atfih to create job opportunities 
and fight the unemployment.
The site is located at the intersection of Helwan-
Kuraimat Road and Kurimat-Zaafarana Road; 
the purpose of creating such a project is to 
establish a cooperative community depending 
on an economic industrial pillar; through the 
establishment of a Global Marble City, Food 
industries and Logistics areas – all located on the 
development axis of Upper Egypt governorates.
The total area of the project 26,000 feddans.
Project location Advantages:
* Proximity to the natural sources of raw material and building material such as clay quarries, sand, pebbles, 
limestone and marble.
* Proximity to the electric power plant in Kuraimat.
* The location in central between the ports and cities of the Red Sea, Cairo Southern area (Helwan) and 
Upper Egypt Northen area (Beni Sueif- Minya).
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The General Authority projects in the Provinces
Mansoura Towers Project

About the project:

        11 residential towers  -  Mosque  -  Commercial Mall  -  Administrative building 

Project progress:
* The project is 85% 
completed.

* The construction of 
10 towers has been 
completed, one tower 
remaining.

* The occupation of 
ready towers is being 
carried out.
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Model of the Axes of Cooperative Projects in the Arab Republic of Egypt

Suez Project

About the project:
A Cooperative and investment housing project in Faisal district - Suez City 
(Construction of 46 buildings in the first phase)

The total number of buildings is 46 buildings.
The total number of residential and administrative units is 698 units.
The total number of residential units is 675 units.
The total number of administrative units is 23 units.

Project progress:
* The project has been fully built and fully occupied.
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Cooperative housing: fundamental basis for a sustainable habitat
Ariel Guarco
President - Internacional Cooperative Alliance - ICA

Climate
crisis

Cooperative
housing

Sustainable
Development

800 million
in slums

1200 billion   The global cooperatives program is in line with the 2030 Agenda 
of United Nations. 

   On every continent, millions of women and men are working in 
solidarity, building new roads against the enormous challenges we 
face as a generation.

   This Conference is proposing to us that the debate on housing 
should be part of the debate on sustainable development, because 
the construction of Cooperative housing is part of the strategy to 
overcome poverty, to guarantee health, to guarantee access to 
drinking water, energy, for Generation of decent work.

   This requires the development of long-term projects, incompatible 
with the Short-term speculation.

   That is why we must also discuss the rules of Global financial 
system if we really want to redirect the financing of long term in favor 
of sustainable habitat.
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Creativity
Sharing experiences

Long term financing Social innovation

Diversity of models Sustainable housing

COOPS

Growth of 3500 to 
5000 million people 

living in urban areas
Cooperative

power

Building
networks

Building sustainable habitat is the most direct path to sustainable 
development

Long-term financing for housing construction

Sharing experiences openly and fraternally

Participatory planning and management

Austerity

   It is very important for global cooperatives to be able to know and 
share the experience of cooperatives in Egypt.
   That is why my presence in this Conference and my proposal to 
continue joining efforts towards a model Housing cooperative that 
is key in the Sustainable Development Agenda 

   Millions of families have accessed their homes through the
cooperatives. The history of cooperatives is the history of social 
innovation.
   We were born to change things and the most important 
contribution we can make from our organizations is to promote the 

Inclusive and 
sustainable
urbanization

Financial and 
real estate 
speculation

Participatory
planning
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Cooperative Housing International
 Anders Lago
President - International Cooperative Housing

   In several conventions, the United Nations have decided 
that this - adequate housing - is a human right.

   Today, nearly twenty percent of the citizens in the world 
don’t have this right, don’t have a  home. About 1,8 billion 
people lives in informel settlements, slums, in shanty towns, 
and in our streets.
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Related to Co-operatives

   HSB develops, builds and manages housing for over one million people.
All our experience and expertise is about creating as good accommodation as possible for our 
members. 
 

 Top left: Wooden multi-
storey house, Sweden, HSB

 Top right: Theody Gacer, 
Philippines

 Bottom right: Chuluteca, 
Honduras

 Top left: Solar energy in 
Sweden, HSB

 Top right: Solar panels, 
Switzerland, ABZ

 Bottom right: Energy 
refurbishment programme, 
Germany, GdW

THIS IS HSB
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Enabling Legal Frameworks for Cooperative Development in Africa
Dr. Chiyoge B. Sifa
Regional Director - Internacional Cooperative Alliance - ICA-Africa

Cooperative Legal Frameworks

   Cooperative legal Frameworks is recognized as one of the 
five pillars of the International Cooperative Alliance’s (ICA) 
Blueprint for a Cooperative Decade. 
   The Venice 29,declaration called for supportive policies 
that are coherent with the cooperative form and favour its 
development.
   The pedigree was also accentuated in the United Nations 
resolution 56/11430, urging governments (among other things)  
to encourage and facilitate the establishment of cooperatives 
and take appropriate measures to create supportive and 
enabling environment for the development of Cooperatives 
and ILO recommendation 193.31

   The goals of the pillar include:
Advocate for the cooperative business model
Assess the legal frames from a cooperative perspective
Respond to legislative changes and demutualization in a 
concerted way.

STUDIES IN SELECTED COUNTRIES: Knowledge 
Gaps

*Data on the cooperative legal landscape is not available 
everywhere, or harmonized so as to provide a basis for 
comparison. 

*A regional analysis of the practical application of cooperative 
legislation (in the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia- Pacific) 
is required to support the implementation of cooperative 
development activities. 

*Need to enhance the outreach to policymakers via hands-
on and accessible advocacy tools, to support the creation or 
improvement of legal frameworks that help cooperatives to 
thrive.

STUDIES IN SELECTED COUNTRIES: 

Ghana

Mozambique

Nigeria

Rwanda

Uganda

South Africa

Tunisia

DR Congo

Egypt
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AFRICA COOPERATIVE MODEL LAW

# Cooperatives are resilient and sustainable forms of 
business.

# Cooperative operate in all sectors of the economy.

# Given their nature, cooperatives are contributing to the 
realization of the AU Vision: “an integrated, prosperous, and 
peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens and representing 
a dynamic force in international arena.”  They are also 
contributing significantly to the implementation of the SDGs 
(UN Agenda 2030).

# Cooperatives can do more, if they are supported through 
enabling environments. 

Africa’s two sides of the same coin
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 NURTURING YOUTH IN COOPERATIVES THROUGH SCHOOLCOOPERATIVES - THE MALAYSIAN EXPERIENCE
DATUK HAJI MOHAMAD ALI HASAN
VICE PRESIDENT, ANGKASA

GOVERNMENT GAZETTE (28 DEC 1967)
School Cooperative are activities that has been recognised 
as a significant extra-curricular activities in schools in line with 
the recognition of Uniformed School and Games team

SCHOOL COOPERATIVE MART
Objectives:
Main source of revenue 
Platform for developing skills in business
Provide goods with reasonable prices for members

SCHOOL COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES
COOP MART : STATIONERY SHOP

SCHOOL COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES
AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURE

CO-CURRICULUM 
(Uniform / Club / Sport)

UNIVERSITY

Exam

CURRICULUM

School Coop

+ Merit
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SCHOOL COOPERATIVE DAY
Objectives:
To create awareness to the school children and the 
community on school coops
To promote function & activities of school coop

SCHOOL COOPERATIVES TOURISM 

FLOW OF CROSS- LINK TOURISM ACTIVITY

SCHOOL COOP IN THE 
NORTH

Send application to school 
coop in the south

SCHOOL COOP IN THE 
SOUTH

Receives application and 
send proposal of tourism 

package 

TOURISM PACKAGE
Place to stay     - Hotels, Chalet,Hostels, Guest 

House
Places to visit   - Attraction sector

- Museum Galleries
- Theme Parks
- Festivals

Estimated time for each visit – e.g. 3days 2 nights  
Cost incurred - eg.  Entrance fee, Transportation, 
Tour guide, Meals etc
Customers – Students, Parents, Teachers, Youth,
EVERYONE IS WELCOMED!!

VISITS
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Best International Practices  - Lessons Learned & Challenges 
 Julie LaPalme
General Secretary - International Cooperative Housing
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Planning for Coops
 Pedro B. Ortiz
                                                              International Metropolitan Management and Planning Consultant (UN, WB, IDB, CAF, …)
New York University

Land definition and management

- Metropolitan scale The state
Public The Regional Plan

- Urban scale The Municipality
Public

The ‘General’ Plan

- Urban design The ‘sector’ (the ‘polygon’) 
Private priority

The ‘Partial’ Plan

- Construction Plot
Private

Planning application
Bid
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- Streets 
(Grey Infrastructure)

- Parks 
(Green Infrastructure)

- Social & Institutional 
Facilities

- Education (Schools)
- Health
- Leisure (Sports)

50% 25%
- Free Market Housing

Regulated 

- Social conditions
Price limited

- Cession to LA
For social purposes5%

20%

Planning land-use allocation

Value Generation

Value 
Catchment

Density (FSR) Residential Typology

0.8 m2/m2 8 stories high 
high density apartments.     

0.4 m2/m2 4 stories 
medium density apartments

0.2 m2/m2 Terraced single family
0.1 m2/m2 Detached Single family.       

0.4 m2/m2 4 stories 
medium density apartments

0.2 m2/m2 Terraced single family.         
0.4 m2/m2 4 stories 

medium density apartments

Demand Surplus
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Korea’s Efforts Towards Development of Co-operative Housing Models in the Post-Fordism Era
Jang, Yeong-Hee
 Non-Excutive Dirctor, Korea Appraisal Board Visiting Professor
University of Seoul

Need for diversification of rental housing supply 
ecosystem through cooperation among the 
public, private, & social Sectors
Significance of public-private partnership for supply of 
affordable housing:
•Faster supply at small and medium scales possible
•Community-based management & local employment 
anticipated
•Reduce need for public funding by utilizing investment and 
management in rental housing by the private sector
•Improve conditions in dilapidated area and revitalize local 
community, in step with urban regeneration efforts
•Revitalize local community by expanding community space, 
community programs, and resident participation opportunities
Housing welfare policies in the future need to partner with the 
private and social sectors and utilize private housing units. In 
particular, the focus needs to be on increasing high-quality, 
affordable rental housing units through cooperation with the 
social economy sector and the private sector.

Case 1. Community cooperative housing
Social economy entity constructs community cooperative housing 
needed in the local community, and manages the property after 
selling it to the public sector.
Increase of housing targeted for specific resident types for better 
housing welfare: senior housing, young entrepreneur housing, 
women’s safe housing, joint childcare housing
Characteristics of community cooperative housing: shared space + 
resident rules + community programs

Seoul’s policy initiatives to promote social 
housing

Vision for social housing
In the West, social housing includes public rental housing In 
Korea, social housing is more narrowly defined
 (as opposed to public rental housing), as affordable
 (below market price)
 housing supplied by co-ops and other
 social economy entities

Most Comprehensive Definition of 
Social Housing: A+B+C+D+E+F
Social Housing in Korea: B+C+E+F
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Future agenda for social housing

Significance of Social Housing
•Increased supply of affordable housing through partnership 
between public, social, and private sectors
•A useful tool for urban regeneration with the goal of social, physical, 
and economic sustainability
•More stable housing supply and community revitalization by 
supplying customized housing for local communities
•Social integration across different generations and income levels

Appropriate and proper support and administrative services are 
required for responsible social developers and social landlords to 
achieve this goal

Tasks to promote the supply of Social Housing
•Long-term, comprehensive support to procure land for social 
housing
•Models that enhance a housing entity’s business capabilities 
without overburdening
•Establishment of financial support system compatible with the 
National Housing Fund and appropriate for long-term rental housing
•More aggressive and wide range of support from both national and 
local governments

Case 1. Community cooperative housing Seoul’s social housing entity types

Co-operatives accounts for 50% of all social economy entitie.s
Non-profit social enterprises mostly operate and manage public 
rental housing for the city.
Social housing models include land-leasehold, remodeling, 
vacant house utilization, and social housing REITs types.
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 Worker Cooperatives can Deliver Affordable Housing in Africa
Case Study in Kenya: FundiTech Service Cooperative Society
Tindi Sitati
Collaboration, Learning and Adaptation Officer – Global Communities, Kenya

Background and Introduction 
   The progress into a middle-income country, suggests 
that housing needs in Kenya are steadily increasing. Many 
Kenyans are living in poor conditions or unable to achieve 
their home ownership dreams (Kenya Population Situation 
Analysis, 2013, pp. 1–3).

   Motivation to own a home is considered more of a social 
need than a commercial need. The importance of owning a 
home is majorly to provide shelter for the family and rarely 
as an income generation for the family  (Kenya Bankers 
Association, 2015).

   Cooperatives have existed for many years and is one 
of the oldest forms of business.  Diversifying cooperatives 
into worker cooperatives, can revolutionize the housing 
sector through community-oriented, market-based solutions 
(Sanjinés & Barenstein, 2018).

Methodology 
   This research study started with a desk review on the 
status of housing in Kenya and the country’s plans to achieve 
affordable housing. 

   In data collection, we also interviewed an existing worker 
cooperative in housing and construction to get insights of the 
feasibility of the model. 

   We conducted follow up communication between the 
cooperative and hosing industry experts to support the 
evidence of success of this cooperative model in transforming 
the affordable housing agenda.

   This information helped us prepare a case study 
(embedded within the paper) on a workers cooperative in 
housing.

Methodology 
   This research study started with a desk review on the status of 
housing in Kenya and the country’s plans to achieve affordable 
housing. 
   In data collection, we also interviewed an existing worker 
cooperative in housing and construction to get insights of the 
feasibility of the model. 
   We conducted follow up communication between the 
cooperative and hosing industry experts to support the evidence 
of success of this cooperative model in transforming the 
affordable housing agenda.
   This information helped us prepare a case study (embedded 
within the paper) on a workers cooperative in housing.

Background
   In Nairobi’s Babadogo area in Eastlands, a group of resilient, 
skilled, motivated and qualified artisans, formerly belonging 
to an informal association, came together and formed a 
construction service co-operative called FundiTech to provide 
a platform for fundis to attain sustainable, decent work in the 
construction sector10. Registered in 2017 with the support and 
technical assistance of the USAID/EMIRGE program and has a 
membership of over 30 qualified artisans.

Objectives 
   The general objective for this paper is to establish the potential 
role worker cooperatives in housing sector can play in realising 
affordable housing. Specifically, this study sought to achieve the 
following three objectives: 

Establish the effect of housing and worker cooperatives on 
achieving affordable housing;

Examine the kind of support that is required to grow sustainable 
cooperative models to improve national and global challenges 
such as the housing crisis;

Explore the extent to which stakeholders can influence 
sustainable cooperative development in housing and 
construction not only improving quality of housing but also 
increase its affordability.
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Funditech’s Business Model
*Based on representative democracy and cooperation among 
  artisans.
*Work together to win contracts together and succeed together. 
*Unified voice and platform for enhanced representation to market 
  their services in the sector. 
*Job creations with decent, regular pay within the sector.
*Access and utilization of financing from SACCOs, Training, 
  capacity and skills building for members.  

Recorded Successes
*Successful registration as a service cooperative targeting youth 
  and women in the construction sector. 
*Establishment of collaborative networks and market linkages to 
  15 other cooperatives in the sector. 
*Successful generation of trust capital and deep commitment to 
  the co-operative’s purpose.
*Thrives as a multi-stakeholder business with dedication to its 
  members and strong business plan. 
*Access to construction market & participation in large projects at 
  an affordable rate to the consumer.
*FundiTech has filled the unemployment gap and improved 
  livelihoods for members. 

Findings: Housing and Worker Cooperatives 
Housing cooperatives have taken up the mantle in providing 
affordable housing for low income groups (Kamande, 2018).

There were more than 23,000 housing cooperatives possessing 
more than Sh700 billion in savings, and leading in the effort to 
construct affordable homes (Otieno, 2019).

Cooperative business models have a lower failure rate as 
compared to other business models. Specifically, worker 
cooperatives have also proven to be sustainable enterprises with 
higher survival rates.  This is largely because, cooperatives are 
about commitment, investment and ownership with each member 
knowing very well their efforts and opinions do count in the union. 
(Katajamaki, 2017).

Partnerships between Housing and Worker Cooperatives and the  
and the Government of Kenya can  ensure access to affordable 
land ,finances  and labour to construct and own decent homes 
(Sitati, 2019).

Challenges faced
  Limited capacity in leadership and proper cooperative 
management skills. 
  Limited regulatory mechanisms for artisans building and 
construction industry in Kenya. 
  Inadequate examples of model worker service oriented 
cooperatives from which to learn. 
  Lack of experience by cooperative officers on handling worker 
and service oriented cooperatives. 

Global Communities (USAID CLEAR) approach
  Capacity building through training, mentorship and guidance 
through the pre-cooperative stages.
  Support in design and implementation of sound cooperative by-
laws and regulations.
  Facilitating forums for networking and linkages within the Co-
op2Co-op consortium. 
  Support in remodelling of the business plans to target clients at 
higher levels of value chains.

Lessons Learned
Challenges in cooperative management can be addressed 
through capacity building and through adherence to cooperative 
management principles of democracy, equality and mutual 
respect.

Conclusions and Recommendations 
  The growth of service sector in Kenya provides a great opportunity 
for the development of service oriented cooperative societies. 
Taking advantage of this opportunity will involve developing 
cooperative models that can add direct and indirect value to the 
members of such cooperatives. 
Information and knowledge about cooperatives should be tailored to 
meet the needs and challenges of the youth and women in service 
oriented sectors. In addition ICT and technological innovations can 
be leveraged to promote sensitization campaigns on cooperatives. 
Advocacy about cooperatives should be a continuous process 
that involves a broad cross-section of stakeholders in the sectors. 
Moreover, close working relationship with the counties can be 
mutually beneficial for the development of cooperatives in the 
counties and increasing the revenue sources and livelihoods of 
people in the counties.
The government alone cannot meet the demand for affordable 
housing in the country as it is a big project that requires multi-
pronged strategies and partnerships to be achieved. Cooperatives 
should be considered as a very key partner in the Big Four agenda 
programme of delivering 500,000 affordable and social housing 
units.
The government should develop a housing delivery model that 
includes and prioritises workers cooperative to provide skilled 
and affordable labour in the sector while providing employment 
opportunities for thousands.   
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Abstract
Housing - under capitalism- has been predominantly viewed as a commodity and an instrument for capital
accumulation on the expense of its social function as a place to live. The commodification of housing, fuelled by market
dynamics and state support, is considered to be the root of housing problems. This produced a global housing crisis
of unaffordability, lack of adequate housing and social segregation among other issues. On a more localized note, the
Egyptian housing market is showing similar symptoms of commodification supported by an ever-strong real estate
market blessed by the state. Under the umbrella of the new urban commons and the right to the city, “Housing-ascommons”
are being posed as an alternative beyond the state and market.
This paper focuses on the potential of the commons to present an answer to the Egyptian housing problem
particularly in light of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) - currently guiding all development plans in Egypt.
Decommodification and self-organization- being the principles of housing commons- are used as criteria to reflect on
Egyptian housing models specifically co-operative housing. The aforementioned analysis, guided with international case
studies lays the base for the paper to discuss the potential of up-scaling this model as a de-commodified mainstream
model of housing provision.
Keywords: Commodification of Housing, Housing Commons, Co-operative Housing, Right to city, Egypt, Affordability,
SDGs, Commercial Spaces
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Abstract
The Arab Strategy for Housing and Sustainable Urban Development is considered to be a framework for joint
Arab action in housing and sustainable urban development, and an important step to strengthen regional cooperation in
the Arab region. It aims to propose strategic goals and targets to develop the housing sector, address future challenges
and achieve sustainable urban development through connecting them to the concept of urban planning and promote
community participation in development and decision making. The strategy covers the urban geographical scope of the
Arab region that comprises of Twenty-two Arab states.
In the context of the implementation of the goals and objectives of the Arab strategy, this study is concerned
with the search for how to promote cooperative housing in the Arab world, in the light of benefiting from the principles of
good governance.
Keywords: Governance, Cooperative Housing, Sustainable Urban Development, Arab World.

Housing as Commons: Egyptian Co-Operatives as a System Alternative

The Role of in Promoting Cooperative Housing in the Arab World Within the Framework of
The Arab Strategy for Housing and Sustainable Urban Development 2030
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Urban Footprint of Residential Communities in Egypt (A Case Study of New Fayoum City)

Thus, the urban footprint is considered an important and 
accurate indicator to analyze the impact of
planning residential communities on the environment.
Based on what is mentioned above, the current study handles 
examining and analyzing the components of
planning residential communities through analyzing their urban 
footprint. This is achieved through a case study of new
Fayoum city to evaluate the urban footprint of planning 
residential communities  

The study aims at finding out the best planning and designing 
options of the residential communities’
components regarding the environmental aspect through a model. 
This model is for categorizing the urban footprint in
such communities ending up with the urban footprint’s mitigation 
procedures for the urban communities’ components to
be more sustainable.

Urban Footprint of Residential Communities in Egypt
(A Case Study of New Fayoum City)
Dr. Shaimaa Alsayed
Teaching Assistant of Department of Architecture –Nahda 
University, Egypt
Dr. Ehab Okba
Professor of Architecture & Environmental Design -Department of 
Architecture –Fayoum University, Egypt
Dr. Mohga Embaby
Professor of Architecture & Environmental Design -Department of 
Architecture –Fayoum University, Egypt

Abstract
The residential communities are considered the great contributor 
to affect the environment. Designing and
planning residential areas is considered one of the important 
elements that form cities. Residential communities include
urban components which are: residential buildings, movement 
roads and paths, activities and services, urban texture,
urban spaces, and economic and social systems. All these 
components have a great effect on the environment, so
it is necessary to have an accurate tool to evaluate designing and 
planning residential communities’ impact on the
environment. 
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 The Role of Urban Governance in the Management of Integrated Agricultural Cooperative
 Communities

The research aimed to reach a set of indicators of quality of life 
appropriate to the Egyptian case in order to
be a reference guide for evaluating programs and projects of 
cooperative housing in Egypt and to identify ways and
mechanisms to apply the standards and objectives of quality of life 
in the Egyptian cooperative housing in an attempt to
integrate the objectives of cooperative housing and quality of life 
goals.

Dr. Mona Abdel Fattah Abdel Moneim Abdel Hady
Lecturer, Department of Regional Urban Development, Faculty of 
Regional and Urban Planning, Cairo University

Abstract
Urban Governance is one of the management methods that 
recently growing attention at the global level, as one
of the tools for achieving sustainable development dimensions. 
The most important of Building effective partnerships;
integrated agricultural cooperatives is one of the types of 
partnerships that require good management systems to
represent the focus of growth for new reclamation areas.
Given the importance of this topic, the paper deals with the role of 
urban governance in the management of
integrated agricultural cooperative societies to achieve the 
sustainability of the regional development process.
Keywords: Agricultural Cooperatives, Urban Governance, 
Dimensions of Sustainable Development ,Regional
Development, Sustainable Integrated Cooperatives, Development 
Experiences.
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Abstract
To interact with the concept of sustainable development and trying 
to achieve it by cooperative housing in Egypt,
The research dealt with the concept of quality of life as one of the 
most important trends in achieving sustainability
and trying to apply it with the elements of design and planning to 
provide a suitable environment for living and achieve
sustainable cooperative housing.
The research reviews the global trends in achieving the concept 
and principles of quality of life in cooperative
housing. It was found that there are countries that rely entirely on 
cooperative housing and apply the standards of quality
of life, for example, Australia, which achieves this by 15% of its 
housing.
In addition to the methods of evaluating cooperative housing 
projects, quality of life indicators associated with
this evaluation, concepts of quality of life, standards and indicators, 
characteristics and objectives of cooperative housing
in Egypt and determining the most appropriate indicators to assess 
the Egyptian situation.

 A Proposed Guideline for Cooperative Housing in Egypt In Consideration of the Concepts Of Quality of     
Life
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 Towards a Conscious Sustainable Management for the Newly Patterns of
 Cooperative Housing Communities

 Cooperative Association Contributions in New Areas to which Slum Habitants have been moved

 Meanwhile with the growing appearance of new housing patterns  
,which is strongly promoted by real estate development companies
particularly in the new cities around Greater Cairo, which are 
called urban communities of integrated services.
These kind of housing has been widely demanded by all kind of 
residents with different social and economic status.
For these reasons, many of those housing cooperatives 
associations tended to this urban housing pattern to meet the 
desire of their members to acquire house in those communities at 
affordable price.
This research aims to clarify the nature of the work of self-
management as an independent entity combining the concept 
of both voluntary and formal work together with the preservation 
of the economic value of the property, as well as to identify the 
model of advanced and sustainable management and how to 
apply the principles of governance necessary for the success 
of those communities through by studying similar administrative 
experiences of cooperative housing societies in some countries of 
the world that can be adopted in our local community.
Keywords: Cooperative Housing communities,Integrated 
Urban Communities, Self-management,
Governance Principles, Laws and Legislation
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Abstract
Cooperative Association play an important role in solving social problems, especially those related to developing
slums and their habitants and benefiting them with all the services offered by the sustainable cooperative associations
in order to offer sustainable development for them.
This paper presents three models of cooperative association contributions.First model: A stable society to which
slum habitants have been moved since 2008 (Aldeweka Algededa).
Second model: A new society to which slum habitants have been moved since 2015 (Alasmarat District).
Third model: A proposed society undertaken by cooperative association from its beginning. (Cooperative housing to
which slum habitants have been moved and offered sustainable cooperative services).
A model shown to the state as a role model.
Each model shows cooperative associations contribution – developmental services which contributes in
offering sustainable development and cooperative association. The paper ends with some recommendation about all
the services which can develop the shown models.
Keywords: Regulations, Cooperative, Habitants, Developmental
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Abstract
With multiplicity of official housing systems in Egypt between 
subsidized economic housing by the governance for the low 
income classes and private housing for the higher income 
classes, cooperative housing is a suitable alternative to provide 
suitable housing to middle class that represents wide sector of the 
Egyptian community, because it is characterized by low cost when 
compared to market prices for other units which are built by the 
real estate development companies.
In spite of the prominent role of cooperating housing organizations 
in Egypt for providing affordable housing to the lower income 
classes in the second half of the last century, and with the 
acceleration of urbanization speed and the development and 
construction of new cities in Egypt with the beginning of this 
century, there is considerable decrease of cooperatives housings, 
particularly in the center of large cities ``
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Abstract
Cooperatives play a significant role in the country’s economic growth, job creation and poverty reduction. The
promotion and expansion of cooperatives have been identified as an important instrument for achieving the sustainable
Development Goals. The potential of cooperatives to respond to the social and economic needs of communities and
to constitute a distinctive and dynamic sector of the economy has been recognized internationally. Cooperatives are
viewed as important vehicles for community development because they mobilize local resources into a critical mass and
their structure allows them to be more community oriented.
Cooperatives at the global perspective are growing very quickly in economic sectors that are linked to demographic
changes, such as population ageing, with care services in particular to the elderly, and migrations with work integration.
They are also expanding rapidly in the field of environmental services and alternative energy generation, as part of
initiatives aimed to combat climate change. However, main challenge is that the majority of these cooperatives in Africa
are underperforming.

The world is transforming economically, financially, politically, and socially. It is also witnessing transformation in
technology as well as changes in consumer preferences, climate, and global insecurity these changes are called 
Megatrends.
This paper attempts to analyze these emerging global trends and the unfolding opportunities and constraints for
African cooperatives in their move to improve members’ wellbeing.
Africa will face mega trends some of them due to indigenous causes and others according to external causes according
to Africa development plan 2063. For instance 50% of youth population will be from Africa however, 29% of them will
suffer from unemployment. Climate change will hinder development in many of African countries especially Africa does
not own the technological innovations.

From this perspective, to achieve development in Africa it is very important to tackle cooperatives, as they
remain the feasible option for an all-inclusive development and growth for humankind worldwide.
Therefore, this paper will tackle the impact of megatrends in Africa on cooperatives by focusing on challenges &
opportunities. It will start by discussing the definition of mega trends and their impact on the African context (Africa
development plan 2063). Then the paper will discuss the cooperative privacy on Africa (history, strength & weakness)
as preliminary step to tackle the impacts of mega trends on African perspective and the required policies to elaborate
and develop cooperatives in Africa.

Keywords: Cooperatives in Africa, Policies for Development, Megatrends in Africa on Cooperatives

 Impact of Mega Trends on Cooperatives in Africa
 Between Opportunities, Challenges & the Required Policies for Development
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 Towards an Activating of the Role of Housing Cooperatives in Promoting Social Integration
(Legal vision)

Dr. Abdu Al Ashry
Lecturer in Law at the National Center for social and Criminological Research

Abstract
The evolution of cooperative housing thought - one of the most important solutions to address the problem
of housing - has become a tool to promote social integration, By empowering the poor to own adequate housing, and
strengthening social capital through self-management of the project, effective participation in decision-making, and
acquisition of a lot of knowledge, to provide a healthy and a safe environment that meets the housing needs sought by
members. Thus, the promotion of social integration of men as the focus of economic and social development in the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Not with standing the Cooperative Housing Law No. 14 of 1981 and its amendment, Regulations and decisions,
and other relevant legislation, all contained many entitlements, In the framework of enabling members to participate
in the self-management of the cooperative project, in addition to giving guarantees and advantages of cooperative
housing, in order to engage the low-income and middle-income groups.
However, the recognition of these benefits is not sufficient to secure access to them, but acquires their true
meaning when available.Therefore, the question arises from the most important means and mechanisms to ensure their
practice, and the fact that housing cooperatives do not deviate from their intended purpose.
In this context, this paper seeks to identify the role of housing cooperatives in promoting social integration in
the light of Egyptian law, using the most prominent models in some comparative laws as well as relevant international
documents, in an attempt to identify the legal mechanisms that secure the activation of this role within the framework of
sustainable development.

Therefore, this paper raises some questions about:
Awareness of the cooperative concept and mechanisms of access to information.
Participation in decision-making within the framework of cooperative housing.
Control mechanisms for the work of cooperative housing societies.
Mechanisms for access to justice in cases related to cooperative housing.
This paper uses the comparative analytical approach to compare Egyptian law versus some comparative
laws, in the light of the basic principles underlying cooperatives, as well as relevant international documents, while
giving Egyptian law greater depth, in an attempt to reach a comprehensive legal framework that ensures The role of
housing cooperatives in promoting social inclusion as one of the key mechanisms of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.

Keywords: Legislative, Sustainable Cooperative,2030 Agenda , Role of housing cooperative
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